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Lx:INTRODUCTION
After preliminary tests on a concept model proved
feasibility, it was decided to develop a single degree-
of-freedom stabilizing gyro utilizing a re-circulated
liquid hydrostatic gimbal bearing at Bendix Navigation
and Control Division. It is felt that a unit of this
type, built with an integral pump, will provide a self-
contained unit which can be designed thermally superior
to existing inertial components. Floated units while
self-contained, cannot be designed for optimum thermal
characteristics due to the restrictions imposed by the
requirement of neutral inner gimbal buoyancy. Gas
bearing components are thermally limited by the heat
transfer characteristics of the gas. It is the purpose
of this document to point out the inherent advantages of
the liquid hydrostatic bearing gyro over each of these
types. A proposed design will be presented, as will
projected optimization studies. In addition, a section
will be devoted to a comprehensive description and
discussion of the preliminary tests which were
encouraging enough to prompt the writing of this report.
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fA
IIi. CONCEPT DESCRIPTION
A. General
The proposed liquid bearing gyro (LB-4) consists of
an AB-4 size unit with a hydrodynamic spin motor, a
liquid hydrostatic gimbal bearing, an integral pump
and a pressure compensator. A concept drawing
appears in the Appendix (see Figure 1). The unit
is shown with a swirl groove pump which is a hydro-
dynamically actuated device. A flat swirl disk
rotates between two (2) (stationary) spiral grooved
plates. Pumping action is caused by the viscous
frictional drag of the disk on the liquid in the
grooves. The grooves spiral outward imparting a
radial flow to the liquid. Thus, the fluid enters
the pump through centrally located holes in the
groove plates, is forced radially outward and leaves
through an outlet port located at the periphery.
The fluid then flows into the sleeve, through the
two (2) rows of radially directed orifices, into the
bearing gaps and past the stopped end plate,
providing lift for the inner cylinder axially and
radially. It exhausts, where it once again returns
to the pump inlet and is recycled. The operation
of this bearing is bascially the same as the
hydrostatic (externally pressurized) gas bearing
presently in use in Saturn inertial components.
It is an inherently compensated orifice bearing with
laminar flow restriction or pressure regulation
provided by 0.45 micron filter restrictors located in
front of each of the orifices. These restrictors also
serve as filters to prevent contaminants from entering
the bearing gaps.
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Because the unit is sealed, provision must be made
for volumetric expansion of the liquid. This is
the function of the diaphragm shown on the electrical
end of the gyro. The compliance of this member
controls the internal pressure rise with temperature.
Evacuation and filling is accomplished by means of
the (Viton) O-ring sealed valve at the side of the
unit.
B. Advantages and Disadvantages
The LB-4 gyro combines the desirable characteristics
of gas bearing and floated components. Perhaps the
--	 most significant feature of this unit is its potential
for optimum thermal design. The use of liquid instead
of gas as the working fluid provides immediate
reduction of thermal gradients because of the higher
conductivity of the liquid. The smaller L acing
gaps and the liquid flow yield lower inherent thermal
gradients than are found in floated gyros. In
addition, the fact that the inner cylinder n^ed not be
neutrally buoyant, as in floated units, allows
---	 heavier construction which reduces distortion due to
internal pressure rise. This results in less precise
ambient temperature control requirements. The
larger cross-sections also aid in reducing thermal
gradients within the cylinder. Improved heat
conduction through the unit results in a shorter
reaction time than for typical floated units.
v.,	
Besides, this significant thermal improvement, the
LB-4 gyro offers several other advantages,
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As stated before, the unit is a self-contained
package needing no supply tanks as do standard gas
bearing components. The inherent liquid damping,
which results in improved vibration response and
reduced servo requirements, is not found in gas
bearing units. Nor is the added support provided
by the liquid buoyant force. The hydrostatic
liquid bearing, as opposed to the floated concept,
is self-centering, requires no magnetic suspension or
centering ,jewel and allows a much larger selection of
fluids due to the non-critical float density (self-
cleaning fluids may be used, thereby minimizing
tear-down time and expense.) The absence of a
magnetic suspension eliminates the need for elaborate
electrical trimming networks, resulting in gyro
performance being principally dependent on mechanical
design. Problems associated with magnetic torques
within the suspension system are eliminated and
costs will be lower.
r
	 An additional requirement of the LB--4 gyro over
floated and gas bearing components is the necessity
of a pump. The pump power must be kept to a minimum
while reliability is kept at maximum. Sealing must
be adequate and calibration procedures worked out.
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C. Design ChaXacteristics,
1. Pump
The swirl-groove pump shown in Figure 1 is a
design with high reliability potential. In
operation the swirl disk at speed rides on a
fully developed liquid film, making a life
expectancy of 5,000 hours quite reasonable.
There are no significant radial or axial loads
on the centrally located hydrodynamic journal
bearing because of the symmetricai pres8ure
distributions surrounding the disk, (Starting and
stopping impose the most severe wear conditions
which inay be "reduced ' by the use of anti-f fiction
ceramic coatings on the contact surfaces.)
The output of this pump is a function of disk
speed, groove depth, angle of attack of the
grooves and liquid viscosity. It is also a
function of the back pressure since this is not
a positive displacement device. A test model
(Figure 2) is presently being evaluated and from
the preliminary data available, it has been
estimated that a flow of 25 cm 3,/min at 2000 RPM
with a power consumption of less than 3 watts
can be expected. The overall size of the final
pump-motor assembly will be approximately 1-3/4"
in diameter by 5/16" in height.
r6
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2. Fl
The proposed fluid is DuPont "Freon 113"
(Trichlorotrifluoroethane) which belongs to the
general class of fluorocarbon compounds. An
important reason for choosing this fluid is that
it is self cleaning.
It is extremely volatile and evaporates rapidly
even at room temperature, leaving no residue.
In fact, it is used at Navigation and Control
--	 Division as a cleaning agent for numerous
gyroscopic components because it dissolves many
greases and oils very well and does not contaminate.
It is clear and water white with an ethereal order
similar to carbon tetrachloride. It is non-
combustible, non-flammable and non-toxic. A
summary of its physical characterisitcs appears
below:
Density: 1.6 gm/cm3
Boiling Point: 117.60F at 1 ATM; 1600F at 2 A'rM;
185 0 F" at 3 ATM
Viscosity: O.7 C.P. at 780F; 0.4 C.P. at 1500F
Electrical Conductivity: .05 BTU/HR FT of
Coefficient of Thermal Expansion: 8.0 x 10-4
( IN 
IN 
3
 of
Freezing Point: -30OF
Surface Tension at 78 0F: 19 DYNES/cm
Fill Volume (780F):	 25 cm 
zf
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3. Gyro Motor
The gyro motor is a hydrodynamic design with a
cylindrical journal bearing and spiral grooved
thrust pads. It is a production wheel presently
in an early stage of high production. The design
can be changed to meet any mission requirements.
Data is as follows:
Angular Momentum: 600,000 gm-cm 2/sec
Wheel Speed: 24,000 RPM
Wheel Power: < 5 watts
Slew Rate Capability: > 6.5 rad/sec
Wheel Material: Aluminum Oxide
Wheel Excitation: 29 volts, 2 0 9 800 cps
Run Up Time: 17 seconds at 39 volts
Run Down Time: 140 seconds
4. Inner Cylinder Assem I,v
The inner cylinder sill be made of beryllium with
a + 1/40 angular freedom. Suspension, of course,
is liquid hydrostatic and balance adjust is
external. The approximate design parameters
appear below:
Moment of Inertia At,out S.R.A.	 1000 gm-cm2
Moment of Inertia A'k,cout, I.A.	 = 950 gm--cm2
Moment of Inertia Xt out. O.A.	 700 gm-cm2
Weight	 - 250 gms
rP
f
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5. Liquid Hydrostatic Bearing
The inner gimbal bearing will have the following
characteristics:
Type: Inherently Compensated Orifice
Sleeve Material: Beryllium
End Plate Material: Beryllium
Inner Cylinder Material: Beryllium
Pressure Differential: 5 p.s.i.; 15 p.s.i.
Flow: 7 cm3/min; 20 cm3/min
Gap:	 .0007 to .0011 in.
Orifice Restrictors ( Sleeve): Filter Disk (Saturn Type)
G-Capability at 5 p . s.i.d.: 18 g's
G-Capability at 15 p.s.i.d..: 54 gas
Resonant Frequency at 5 p . s.i.d.: 1400 c^s
Resonant Frequency at 15 p.s.i.ef.> 2000 cps
Fluid: DuPont "Freon 113"
Solid Contamination:	 15 Micron
( * lg in at 20	 2000 c.p.s.)
6. Signal Generator
The signal generator will be a Saturn type shorted
turn reluctance device. It is quite similar in
appearance to the E-type pickoff, but the
positions of the primary (excited) and secondary,
(output) windings are interchanged, with the
latter coil located on the center leg. The E-
shape is closed with an additional leg which is
encircled by a copper ring. The copper ring may
bn considered a coil of one turn, , through which
flux from one of the outer legs (primary winding)
flows past an air gap and into the center leg.
Ya
s
.a
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r.
The flux from the other leg follows a similar
path, but in the opposite direction. When the
shorted turn is at null position, the net flux
through the center leg is zero.
And, thus, the voltage induced in the secondary
windings is zero. Movement to either side of
the null position yields a resultant flux through
the center leg and a corresponding voltage output.
This signal is opposite in sign for movement in
the other direction making the device polarity
sensitive.
Excitation: 10 volts, 4.8 kcps
Primary Impedance: 800/ 0 46° ohms
Secondary Impedance: 6500 + 46° ohms
Scale Factor: 900 my/deg ( 2%)at 31KJL Load
Linearity: 5;$
Null:
	
5 my
7. Torquer
The torquer will also be a Saturn type shorted
turn reluctance device'. It is physically the
same as the signal generator, but is used to
perform a reverse operation. In addition to
the primary excitation, the secondary coil is
energized, causing a resultant flux to cut
through the copper ring. The (primary) induced
current in the shorted turn reacts with the
resultant flux to produce a force. Reversal of
one of the excitations will produce a force in the
opposite direction.
YIssue: Original
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Linearity: 5%
Maximum Erection Rate: 45 0/min
Excitation Fixed Coil: 100ma (fast erect)
36 ma (fine erect)
Excitation Variable Coil: 120 ma (fast erect)
0-100 ma (fine erect)
Reaction Torque: 40.1 DYNE-CM at o - 10 volts
excitation
S. Flex Leads
The spin motor flex leads will be of Saturn Type
"S" bend design. The pieces are anneal-formed and
the resulting shape yields high flexibility. The
flex leads are arranged in a three-point configura-
tion 1200
 apart so that their spring torques tend
to balance out upon inner cylinder rotation. The
set can be adjusted to compensate for gyro turbine
torques.
Material: Eutectic silver-copper
r
85% Ag - 15% Cu
Cross Section: .0005 x .010 in.
O.A. Bias Torque: < 0.25 DYNE-CM/Degree
(for set of three)
9. Case
The gyro case will be made of beryllium and (Viton)
O-ring sealed at each end. The case will be
enclosed by Mu-Metal covers. Outline dimensions
will be approximately 1.9" in diameter by 2.6"
long.
I
Nr
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10.	 Calibration and Test
Calibration and test will, be virtually the same
as for the standard Saturn AB5-K8 Gyro.	 After
final assembly, the unit will be subject to the
following procedures:
a.	 Visual Inspection
b.	 Calibration !Sidereal Mode) - Bias torque
and unbalance torque measured and reduced by
flex-lead adjustment and balance-screw
adjustment,	 respectively.
4. c.	 Sensitivity Tests - Bearing pressure differential,
gyro motor voltage and g2.
d.	 Sidereal Acceptance Test - Positions 5 and 6
(O.A. Vertical),	 2 and 4	 (O.A.,	 1.A. Horizontal),
1 and 3 (O.A.,S.R.A. Horizontal) run for 15
minutes each.	 Drift readings taken twice
t
during each run (at 7.5 and 15 min.).	 After
each position is run once, the cycle is
repeated.	 Data is evaluated for drift level
and for repeatability.
e.	 Environmental Exposure - Centrifuge (all 3
axes,
	
2g 1 s, 3 minutes), Vibration (spin. axis
20 - 2000 cps, 2g 1 s, 15 minute logarithmic
sweep) , Temperature Cycle (0°C - ?? ADC) .
f.	 Final Sidereal Acceptance Tests - Rur one test,
shut down, run two tests, shut down, run two
tests, shut down.
g.	 Repeat tests in Part c.,
•1
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I I .	 TEST RESUILTS WITH PROTO'a'1T E
A. Description of Hardware
1. AB5-K6 Test Unit
In order to get some idea of how a hydrostatic
bearing would function with liquid as the
working fluid, tests were performed on an
AB5-K6 Gyro (1555753) submerged in a beaker of
Freon 113 with the Freon being forced through the
bearing by a metering pump (Zenith Model No. B-4391,
Size 3). The Freon flows through the gyro and
into the beaker through stainless steel and Teflon
tubing. The pump inlet tube is also placed in the
beaker and thus the Freon re-circulates. A
millipore "Microtube" high pressure cartridge
filter is placed in line with the pump outlet,
providing one (1) micron absolute particle
retention. Pressure regulation is achieved by
using a V-point needle valve (Hoke :No. V327A) in
a feed-back loop. The metering pump is driven, by
a bodine gear motor. A photo of the entire system
,	 appears in Figure 3.
The metering pump is also of thn spur-gear variety
with 26 teeth, 28/32 stub pitch gears 3/16" thick.
The 440-C stainless steel gears run in SAE-51335
r-	 stainless steel center and ,face plates and journal
{	 bearings are provided by 440-C studs pinned to the
gears running in the face plates. The pump has a
flow capacity of 1.2 cm 3/ revolution.
f
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The motor used to drive this pump is a split-
phase induction motor running on 60 cycle, 115
volt excitation. It is equipped with a gear
reducer, resulting in an output speed of 43 RPM.
The motor runs dry (not wetted by the Freon) due
to Teflon U-cup shaft seals on the pump.
2. A15-K4 Test Unit
Encouraging test data from the AB5-K6 unit
resulted in the design of a preliminary sealed
unit (see Figure 4) consisting of an AB5-K4 Gyro
(1801781) without dust covers enclosed in an
aluminum housing (Figures 5 and 6) . The housing
is sealed with a viton O-ring and is designed to
fit on the inner gimbal of the AB5-K8 sidereal
test stand (1794392). Evacuation and filling is
done through toggle valves (HOKE No. 1523M2B)
located on the balance end of the unit (see
Photo, Figure 7). Fluid (Freon 113) flow is
achieved by means of a spur-gear pump (Figure 8)
and a 6 psi pressure differential maintained by
a poppet valve (Nupro No. 2C) by-pass. °the
overall system pressure rise with temperature is
controlled by an expansion bellows. Maximum
Allowable fluid temperature is 1250F.
The Freon passes through a filter of 45 micron
millipore which is situated in front of the
sintered metal air inlet filter. It is pumped
through the gyro sleeve, into the bearing gaps
and exhausted out the end-plate holes, as would
air or nitrogen under standard operating conditions.
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4
The Freon is then routed back to the pump inlet
where the cycle starts over again. The pump
is driven by a 2-phase, 400 cycle servo-motor
(Bendix No. CK-1071-43-A1) that generates 0.6
in-oz. torque at 26 volts per phase, the no-load
speed being 5200 RPM. The motor is totally
immersed in the Freon both for cooling purposes
and to eliminate the need for a rotating seal.
The pump itself is composed of 120 pitch stain-
less steel spur gears with 0.67 inch pitch
diameters. The gears have been faced to a thick-
ness of .078 inch, and run in a brass center plate
enclosed by anodized aluminum face plates.
Journal bearings are generated by the gear faces
and peripheries.
The gyro leads are fed through the housing with
a hermetically sealed 14 pin connector (Bendix
PTIH-14-18P) located in the electrical end. The
motor leads are brought out of the motor housing
using micro-dot hermetically sealed feed-th roughs.
W
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i
-. Description of Tests and 'Pest Data
1. AB5-K6 Test ,UnLI
Air Torque Test
This test was performed in order to have a
standard of bearing performance to which the
later Freon test data could be ompared. The
AB5-K6 gyro that was used, is about four (4)
years old with thousands of hours as a test gyro.
The unit was run on air, and pressure, flow and
closed-loop torque readings taken on the
functional test stand.* The wheel was stationary
and the O.A. vertical (position , 5) . The gyro
was not disturbed from one reading to the next.
It was maintained at room temperature ambient
conditions.
Air Pressure;	 Air Flow
	
O.A. Torque
P.S.I.G.	 I (cn3/min)	 (DYNE-CM) t
	
5	 1150	 -1.0
	
10	 2250	 -1.
	
15	 3300	 -1.3
	
20	 > 3900(off scale) -1.3
1
0 Note: The gyro was static balanced to less than
.050 o/hr along both Y and Z axes before
the torque readings were taken.
Note: Readout sensitivity was 0.2 DYNE-CM/mm on
Sanborn chart.
6r
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Freon Torque Test
w
	
	The gyro was then put into the open system and
run on Freon. It was static L glanced to within
.100 0A r along both axes. It was placed in the
same orientation relative to external magnetic
fields. Pressure, flow and position 5 torque
readings were taken, as in the air test, with
O.A. vertical.
Freon Pressure
	 Freon Flow
	 Tor9jue
(P.3.I.G.)	 (cm3/min)	 (DYNE-CM)
25 -1.3
50 -1.3
70 -1.3
Conclusions (Torque Tests):
1. No appreciable change in torque
from air to Freon.
2. No appreciable pressure sensitivity
for air or Freon.
G-Carrying Capability (Air)
The gyro, operating on air in position 5, was
progressively loaded along the O.A. with weights
on the balance end of the cylinder until the
cylinder bottomed. (Room temperature ambient.)
	
Air Pressure	 Load-To-Bottom (GQs)
	
5
	
6.1
	
10
	
12.8
	
15
	
19.0
Y
,r
5
10
15
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G-Carryira :C,a ,p.atrility," (Freon)
The gyro was again put into the open system in
position 5. The system was at room temperature
and the balance end of the gyro was out of the
Freon. The cylinder was loaded along the O.A.
until bottomed for various Freon pressures.
Pressure (P.S.I.G.)
5
10
15
Vibration Tests
Load-To-Bottom (G's)
18.4
35.6
54.1,
The gyro was hard mounted to an AB-5 vibration
fixture, which was in turn mounted to an M.B.
Vibration- Exci too r" ,Type 'CSOB(see. Figure 9) . A
k
	 teflon hose was attached to the gyro which
could supply air or Freon (from the open system)
to the gyro while under vibration. For Freon
tests, the liquid flowed out of the gyro into
the bottom of the fixture through a nozzle and
into a collecting vessel. The input accelerometer
(Columbia Triaxial Type 320) was mounted to the
AB5 fixture, while the output accelerometer (M.B.
Micro-Miniature Type 306) was mounted on the
balance end of the AB5-K6 cylinder. The gyro
was subject to sinusoidal vibratory excitation
along its o.A., at a sweep rate of one octave
per minute from 20 - 2000 HZ. Tests were run
using both Freon and air in the bearing and the
results are summarized below.
t
x
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Included in the Appendix of this report (Figures
11 through.17) are the frequency response curves
plotted during the tests.
Pressure
(P^ 3 I.: G.
1.5
5
5
15
5
10
5
Input Acc.
(O's)
1
1
5
1
1
5
5
Resonant Freq.
(C.P.S.)
300
200
400
None observed
1450
1350
1350
(a Ref. Figure
Trans. (Appendix)
1.9 11
1.6 12
2.2 13
1.1 14
2.0 15
1.5 16
1.5 17
Fluid
Air
Air
Air
Freon
Freon
Freon
Freon
2. AB5-K4 Test Unit
3id_q_rea„l Tests (Nitrogen),
The AB5-K4 gyro used for these tests was a three
(3) year old unit with about 3500 hours running
time. Before it could be evaluated with a liquid
bearing, it was necessary to determine its
performance with a gas bearing so that comparisons
could later be made. The unit was placed on an
AB5-K8 sidereal test stand, balanced to within
.150 o/hr along both Y and Z axes and run in
position 5 (gas bearing axis vertical, balance
end up) to determine bearing performance. The
various parameters had the following values:
Unit run down and left overnight.
Date:
	
2-14-68
Gyro run up and stabilized for 2 hours.
Run No. Drift (o/Hr) Run No. Drift ('/Hr)
1 -.126 8 -.131
2 -.125 9 -.128
3 -.126 10 -.129
4 -.128 11 -.130
5 -.129 12 -.130
6 -.128 13 -.128
7 -.127
s
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Nitrogen Pressure:
	
6 P.S.I.
Wheel Voltage:	 27.1 volts per phase
Wheel Current:	 450 ma per phase
Wheel Power:
	
6.8 watts
Gyro Case Temperature: 44.50C
6 minute readings were taken at all times. The
data appears below:
Date:	 2-13-68
Unit run up and allowed to stabilize for 2 hours.
Run No. Drift (o/Hr) Run No. Drift ('/Hr)
1 -.103 6 -.098
2 -.103 7 -.107
3 -.102 8 -.102
4 -1108 9 -.104
5 -.097
Average Drift: -.103 °/Hr.
Single Standard Deviation: .004 o/Hr.
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Average Drift: •-.129 o/Hr,
Single Standard Deviation_. ,002 0/Hr.
Unit run down and 'left overnight.
Date: 2-15-68
Gyro run up and stabilized for 2 hours.
Run No. 1: -.114 0/Hr. Avg.:	 115
Run No. 2: -.116 0/Hr.
Average Drift for the 3 Days_ -.116 0/Hr.
Single Standard Deviation Among the 3 Days:	 .0090/Hr.
Pump Tests
Before the gyro could be placed in the sealed
housing and Freon sidereal data taken, it was
necessary to test the pump. The pump was
connected in series wit a pressure gage and a
closed needle valve and turned on, It was
found that the maximum pressure differential,
the pump could work against was 8 P ►.S.I., due
primarily to the low stall torque of the motor.
It was, therefore, decided to operate with a
6 P.S`.I', differential across the gyro. (The
required flow at this pressure was found to be
between 6 and 10 cm3/min t
 well within the
calculated pump capacity of approximately 65
cm3/min). A poppet check valve was modified to
open at 6 P.S.I.D. and placed in a ;feed-back
loop across the pump. The gyro was then placed
in series with this combination and the primp
power measured at 7.5 watts.
r
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The pump was run in this condition for 30 hours
with ncr degradation of performance observed. A
summary of the results appears below:
Pump Motor Voltage: 30 volts per phase
Pump Motor Current: 250 ma per phase
Power Factor Angle: 60 degrees
Power:	 7.5 watts
Pressure Across Gyro: 6 P.B.I.
Flow Through Gyro:	 10 cm3/min
By-Pass Flow:
	 55 cm3/min
Total Flow:
	 65 cm3/min
Running Time of Pump Test:
	 30 hours
Estimated Motor Speed:
	
2500 RPM
Evaluation of Pressure-Compensator
The unit was evacuated to 28 in hg and filled
with Freon to 18 P.S.I.A., the required volume
of Freon being 120 cm3 . (This is not to be
confused with the 25 cm  interior volume of the
prototype LB-4 described elsewhere in this report.)
It was then placed in an oven, heated to 115°F
and left for 2 hours to ensure thermal equilibrium.
The system pressure was measured at 30 P.S.I.A..
This was in good agreement with the calculated
value of 32.5 P,.S,.I.A, based on the initial volume,
the temperature rise, the bellows characteristics
and the coefficient of volumetric expansion of the
fluid.
1
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	 Summary
Unit Interior Volume:	 120 cm 
Fill Pressure:	 18 P.S.I.A.
Fill Temperature:
	
750F
Estimated Fluid Operating Temperature: 1150F
Unit Pressure at OP. Temp.: 30 P.S.I.A.
Fluid 'Vapor Press. at OP. Temp.: 14 P.S.I.A.
Determination of Fluid Compatibility
6
r
r.
From literature supplied by the Freon Products
Division of DuPont, most of the commonly used
construction metals can be used satisfactorily
with the Freon Compounds under normal conditions.
Since it was our aim to use Freon 113 at moderate
temperatures in contact with the several different
materials used in the AB5-K4, it was desirable
to perform some compatibility tests. An AB5-K4
(minus dust covers) was placed in a partially
covered beaker of Freon and placed in a 1150F
oven, All, rubber 0-rings and grommets were
a
replaced with Viton (DuPont's'trade name for its
fluoro-elastomers), since it had been previously
learned that the Freon would attack natural
rubber and become contaminated with the resulting
black slime. The unit was left in the oven for
six (6) hours a day on three (3) separate days,
with enough Freon added to replace the escaping
fumes so that the unit was always totally
immersed. At the end of each day, the heat was
turned off and the gyro left in the Fr6nn.
.I®eu®.
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At the end of the third day, the gyro was
removed from the Freon and was inspected on the
fourth day.
There were no visible signs of decomposition and
no contamination present. The unit 1-^^ ,`1 run on
air and the flowrate and bearing torque was
measured on the functional test stand and found
to be unchanged from before the Freon exposure.
The Freon itself was carefully inspected
visually and was found to be unchanged in terms
of color and clearness and contained no visible
particles. The fluid was then passed through 1
micron millipore filter paper and the microscopic;
comparison of the paper before and after revealed
no particles. The Freon was then boiled
completely away and the beaker checked for
residue - - none was found.
Summary
Test Conditions: AB5-K4 w/o dust covers immersed
in Freon 113 at 1150F for 24
hours and at 75OF for 48 hours.
Visual Effects on Gyro: None
Effects on Gyro Performance: None
Effect on Freon: None
Residue Remaining After Boiling: None
3
k,
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Freon Sidereal Tests
The unit, filled with Freon at 18 P.S.I.A. as
prev:.jusly explained, was placed on an AB-5
(Engineering) sidereal test stand. The pump
was run at 30 volts and the gyro wheel at 27
volts. The stand ambient heaters were not used.
Before position 5 repeatability readings could
be taken, it was necessary to determine the mass
unbalance errors present. The gyro was balanced
in air as previously indicated, but immersion in
Freon causes an effective c.g. shift due to
significant buoyant forces.
	
Approximate values
of Y and Z axis unbalance (8 . .5 DYNE-CM and 37.0
DYNE-CM, repeetively), combined with a known
misalignment of the output axis with vertical
yielded a possible reading-to-reading error of
.020 o/Hr. For all tests, the following valves
were maintained:
Average Unit Interior Pressure: 30 P.S.I.A.
Pump Voltage:
	
30 volts per phase
Pump Power:
	
7.5 watts
Pump Pressure Differential: 	 6 P.S.I.
Gyro Wheel Voltage:	 27.1 volts per phase
Gyro Wheel Current:	 450ma per phase
Gyro Wheel Power: 	 6.8 watts
All readings were taken for 6 minutes. At the
end of each day, the unit was run down. The
data is as follows:
n
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Date: 2-19-68
The unit was turned on (pump and gyro) and allowed
to run for 1/2 hour.
Case Case
Run Temp(°C) Drift	 (o/Hr_.).w^ Runw^^^ Temp(oC) Drift (o/Hr.)s.^^	 ws^^
1 42.0 -.100 21 -.loo
2 -,110 22 44.0 -.104
3 -.140 23 -.099
4 -.160 24 -.1.01
5 44.0 -.140 25 -.099
6 44.5 -.094 26 44.5 -.101
7 -,133 27 -.098
8 44.5 -.133 28 -.106
9 4.112 29 44.0 -.108
10 -.120 30 -.1+04
11 -.091 31 44.5 -.098 
12 44.0 -.100 32 -1.100
13 -.105 33 --.105
14 -.106 34 44.5 -.109
15 -.105 35 -.?09
16 44.0 -.097 36 44,0 -.100
17 -.109 37 -.097
18 -.101 38 44.5 -.098-
19 -.102 39 -.098
20 43.0 -, 095
Avg. Drift : -.108 °/Hr.
S.S^
	
-.014 0/Hr.
r1
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Note: Since the stand heaters were not used
during these tests (due to the extra
heat dissipated by the pump), the steady-
state unit case temperature was controlled
to a large extent by the room ambient
temperature.
Date: 2-20-68
The unit was turned on and run for 1/2 hour
before data was taken:
Case Case
Run Temp((°C) Drift (°/Hr. ) Run Temp(°C) Drift (°/Hr. )
1 42.0 -.163 9 43.0 -.110
2 -.136 10 -.114
3 -.128 11 44.0 -.110
4 -.120 12 -.105
5 -.122 13 44.5 -.100
6 42.7 -.107 14 -.105
7 -.104 15 -.107
8 -.109 16 45.0 -.104
Avg. Drift: -.115 °/Hr.
S.S.D.:
	
.021 °/Hr.
n
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Date: 2-21-68
The unit was run up and left for 1/2 hour. The
data appears below:
e
Case Case
Run Temp (°C) Drift (°/Hr) Run Temp (°C) Drift (°/Hr. )
1 44.0 -.150 13 47.5 -.117
2 -.145 14 -.115
3 -.122 15 48.0 -.117
4 -.121 16 -.117
5 -.117 17 48.0 -.115
6 45.0 -.116 18 -.118
7 -.120 19 -.118
8 -.127 20 48.0 -.117
9 -.125 21 -..138
10 47.0 -.117 22 49.0 -.140
11 47.5 -.118 23 -,,128
12 -.116 24 48.5 -.135
Average Drift: -.127 °/Hr.
$,B.D.:	 .012 °/Hr.
r11
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Date: 2-22-68
The unit was run up and allowed to stabilize
for 1/2 hour.
Case Case
Run Temp( °C) Drift(°/Hr.) Run Temp( C) Drift(°/Hr.)
1 47.8 -.125 10 .135
2 -.144 11 46.2 -.104
3 -.124 12 -.116
4 47.0 -.136 13 46.1 -.081
5 -.139 14 -.084
6 -.140 15 45.9 -.115
7 -.141 16 -.105
8 46.4 -1109 17 -.100
9 -.117 18 46.0 -.117
Average Drift: -.118 °/Hr.
S.S.D :	 .021 °/Hr.
Average Drift for the 4 Days: -.117 °/Hr.
	
S.S.D.among the 4 Days::	 .006 °/Hr._
Sidereal Test Conclusions: Approximately the same
average drift for Freon (.116 °/Hr.) and air (-.117
°/Hr.). S.S.D. for Freon (.009°/Hr.) 50% higher
than for air (.006 °/Hr); partially due to unbalance
error.
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C.	 Summary of Test Results,:
Below is a summary of the results appearing in the
previous section. They are presented se that useful
comparisons may be easily made.
Constant Torque (AB5-K6 Test Unit)
Pressure Flow Closed Loop
Fluid (P.S.I.G.) (CM 3/MIN)	 Torque(DYNE-CM)
Air 5 1.150 -1.0
Air 10 2250 -1.1
Air 15 3300 -1.3
Freon 113 5 25 -1.3
Freon 113 10 50 -1.3
Freon 113 15 70 -1.3
(Read-out sensitivity -= 0.2 DYNE-CM/MM on Sanborn
Chart)
Load Carrying Capability
(AB5-K6)
Fluid
Air
Air
Air
Freon 1.13
Freon 113
Freon 113
Pressure Load to Bottom
(P.S.I.G.) (G's)
5 6.1
10 12.8
15 19.0
5 18.4
10 35.6
15 54.1
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Vibration Tests (AB5-K6)
Input Reson
:dress Acc Freq. Q
Fluid (P.S.I.G.) (G's) (CPS)	 (Trans.)
Air 15 1 300 1.9
Air 5 1 200 1.6
Air 5 5 400 2.2
Freon 113	 15 1 (None Observed 1.1
to 2000 CPS)
Freon 113
	
5 1 1450 2.0
Freon 113
	
10 5 1350 1,'S
Freon 113
	
5 5 1350 '1.5
Position 5 (Sidereal) Drift Tests AB5-K4
Air: Average Drift for 3 runs:	 -.1160/Hr.
S.S.D. Among 3 runs: .0090/Hr.
Freon: Average Drift for 4 runs:-.1170/Hr.
S.S.D. Among 4 runs: .0060/Hr.
,off.
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D. Discussion of Test Results
A brief glance at the results in the previous
section reveals encouraging data from prototype
units built of existing hardware. These results
show the soundness of a concept which would use
a hydrostatic gas bearing design with liquid as
the working substance. The nitrogen and Freon closed-
system sidereal data compare favorably, the average
position 5 drift with nitrogen being -.116 0/Hr. while
with Freon it was -.1170/Hr. The reading-to-reading
" repeatability (as seen in the S.S.D. for each day)
was better for the nitrogen than for the Freon but
this could have been caused by the .0100/hr.
unblance error encountered in the Freon tests. The
choice of Freon 113 seems to have been a good one
in terms of bearing torque, ease of handling, material
compa,tilbility, volumetric expansion and pump
operation. Static loading tests on the open-system
revealed that the Freon yielded three times more
G-capability. Vibration tests showed that the
damping inherent in the Freon results in a four-fold
increase in resonant frequency with about a 20%
reduction of the transmissibility. The pump tests
demonstrate the suitability of a gear pump for use
with this type of unit. The flow characteristics,
as seen from the drift traces during sidereal testi,ngj
are good. Vibration and power consumption are
relatively low and can be improved with better gear
bearing design.
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IV.	 CONCEPT OPTIMIZATION STUDIES
A. Pump
While its basic concept is quite suitable for this
application, the swirl groove pump may be further
improved as regards reliability and efficiency.
Starting and stopping impose the most severe wear
conditions which can be minimized by the use of anti-
friction ceramic coatings on all contacting surfaces.
A modified pump design would utilize a spiral
grooved swirl disk rotation between flat plates.
This would combine centrifugal pumping acting
with the hydrodynamic effect yielding a possible
increase in efficiency. ,Even though the swirl pump
is being given priority, alternate designs will also
be considered. The three types to be evaluated are:
1. Gear-on-Gear
2. Internal Gear
3. Bourdon Tube
1. Gear-On-Gear Pump
The gear-on-gear pump as illustrated in Figure
18 is composed of two spur gears, usually of
equal size, that mesh within a housing. The
gears rotate, fluid is carried in the volume
formed by the spaces between the teeth, the
face plates and the housing bores. The fluid
is carried from the inlet port around to the
outlet port where it is forced out by the
meshing of the gears. 'The amoant of internal
leakage (and thus the efficiency) for a given
I
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.. 	 fluid and pressure depends in large part on the
clearances around the gears and the contact
ratio for the set. A well designed spur gear
pump is a positive displacement device, the
flow being primarily a function of speed and not
w	
back pressure. It is also self-priming, as the
void created by the disengagement of teeth on the
inlet side draws fluid into the pump. The flow
is continuous requiring no valving and has proven
suitable for hydrostatic bearing application in
the aF'15-K4 test unit. Lateral thrust is caused
by the pressure differential across the meshing
zone from outlet to inlet side and from the
high pressure pockets formed by fluid traped
by the meshing gears, although the latter can
be relieved by a bleed-off channel. Thus the
drivifsg torque (and power) is a function of the
k•	 head against which the pump is working. The
life of a gear-on-gear pump is governed by wear
of the face plates, gears and housing. Good
_	 bearing design can insure that the only metal
to metal contact in the pump at speed is at the
gear mesh and thus minimize wear. With good
inlet conditions (no cavitation) this type of
pump can be operated at speeds ranging from
500 to 3500 RPM at pressures to 3000 PSI with
flows to 35 GPM depending r{n size and fluid
viscosity.
re
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2. Internal Gear Pump
Figure 19 shows a schematic rcpresentati.on of
a typical internal gear pump. Pumping action
is developed the same way as in a spur-gear
pump. End plates form a seal across the face
of the gears. The contact pattern of the gear
teeth at mesh and the clearance at the gear
tooth tips form a seal with the crescent-
shaped separator between the external and the
internal gears, The separator is usually part
of the housing. The bearing loads and wear
problems encountered in this type of pump are
basic81Xy the same as for the spur-gear pump,
The main difference in the two designs is that
the internal-gear pump is used advantageously
where it is desirable for the driveshaft to go
through the pump. Thus it may be a space saving
design.
3. Bourdon Tube Pump
The Bourdon Tube Pump as shown schematically in
Figure 20 is a diaphragm positive displacement
pump. Its operation can be likened to a pressure
gage in reverse. When the ends of the bourdon
tube are moved together by a suitable actuator
such as a solenoid, the interior volume decreases
thereby displacing the fluid within, creating a
pressure increase. (In a pressure gage, a change
of pressure causes movement of a tube.)
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When the solenoid is de-energized, the tube
springs back to its original shape, and interior
volume, causing a decrease of pressure. Thus an
oscillating flow is created which must 'be
rectified by suitable valving. The valve system
being consWered is an orifice ,het valve shown
in Figure 20 which offers more resistance to
flow in one direction than another. This system
would not require any moving parts. In addition
to valving, a resilient chamber has to be
provided to even out the pulsating flow emitted
by the pump. Power consumption could be
inherently lower than for the other types of
pumps
 because of the reciprocating action of the
tube, allowing the actuator to be periodically
de-engerized. In addition, further power
reduction may be realized by tuning the tube to
resonate at the, . solenoid excitation frequency,
The main problems involved with the bourdon
tube pump are fatiguing of tube material, pulsa-
ting flow, valving and dither induced by the
vibrating tube.
B. Fluid
Freon 113 has proved suitable thus far for application
in a liquid hydrostatic bearing. However, it i,felt
that fluids with even better characteristics might be
available And since' a rigid ddnsity limitation does
not exist, many others may be considered. They will
be evaluated with the following requirements in mind:
f ^
r'Y
g
+`s
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a. Chemical compatibility with all materials used.
b. Density similar to float.
c. Cleanliness - readily removable by baking.
d Chemical and physical stability over 5 years.
e. Viscosity - compromise between high value for
servo considerations and low value for ale-Basing.
(Bearing torque is independent of viscosity for
a given head).
f. headily sealable.
g. High thermal conductivity.
h. Low volumetric coefficient of expansion.
i. Easy to handle, non-toxic, non-flammable and
non-explosive.
J. Low freezing point.
Fluids will be rated in every category and an
assessment made of each one. The fluids that rank
highest over-all will be tested for bearing
performance under actual operating conditions.
C. Hydrostatic Bearing
The hydrostatic bearing to be used with the first
LB-4 units is similar in design to the Saturn-type
gas bearing, which has proved so successful.
Indeed, the preliminary test results previously
discussed reveal good performance from a bearing of
this nature when liquid is substituted for gas.
Nevertheless, modification is in order to optimize
the bearing for liquid operation.
0
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Modifications might include enlarging the gaps with
corresponding loosening of tolerances, changing the
number or configuration of the orifices to improve
G-capability, changing the restrictor material and/or
design, re-finishing of bearing surfaces (reduction
of wettability) to minimize turbine torque. 0h'the
other hand, changes may be made to reduce pumping
power requirements while present bearing performance
standards are maintained.
%CUU^4
Al
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SWIRL-PUMP TEST UNIT
FIGURE 2
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AB-5 K4 W/LIQUID BEARING (PROTOTYPE)
FIGURE 7
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1.0
	 INTRODUCTION
This report deals with determination of the load carrying
capacity of an A85-K8 gyro when liquid "Freon 113" is
used instead of air (or nitrogen) in the gas bearing.
This information is necessary for estimating the shaft
power required to attain a given G-capability when
using a spiral groov% pump (see M'T-3958) to supply the
Freon. The data taken at various pressure levels by
perf-arming axial load-to-bottom tests, is tabulated and
correlated with previously taken pump test data. A
description of the teat procedure, along with the
pertinent calculations involved, are also included.
2.0	 RESULTS
Table I, below, shows the axial load capacity of an
AR5-K8 gyro using liquid Freon 113 for bearing support.
Table II lists the pumping power requirements of this
unit at various G-capabilities when run with a spiral
groove pump. Inspection of both tables reveals that for
18 g's load capacity (present Saturn perfo rmance), the
approximate shaft power required is 1/2 watt.
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TABLE I - AXIAL LOAD CAPACITY OF THE AB5-K8 GYRO
PRESSURE FLOW LOAD TO BOTTOM EQUIV. G's TO
FLUID (PSI) (CCU) (LBS) BOTTOM	 (G's)
Freon 113 5 8 4.8 11.7
Freon 113 10 16 8.8 21.4
Freon 113 15 24 11.7 28.6
TABLE II - SPIRAL GROOVE PUMP TEST DATA (WITH AB5-K8 GYRO) #
PRESSURE FLOW SPEED SHAF`'^' TORQUE SHAFT POWER
(PSI) (CCM) (RPM) (IN-OZ) (WATTS)
5 8 700 .34 .18
10 16 1640 .58 .75
15 24 2550 .76 1.38
* The load to bottom includes the effective inner cylinder
weight under Freon (see Procedure Section).
Seed Procedure Section for conversion from load in pounds to
equivalent g's.
0 From MT -3958
	 7 ^
3.O	 PROCEDURE
The AB5-K8 gyro was pressurized with liquid Freon 1.13
by a metering pump. Pressure was controlled by a
(needle valve) regulated by-pass across the pump. The
gyro was placed in a container in a vertical position
(bal p rce end up) and submerged in Freon. The set-up
can be represented schematically as follows: (next page)
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METERI
PUMP
GRADUATED
CYLINDER
AlB5-K8 GYRO
a
th
PRESSURE
NEEDLE
	
GAGE	 LOAD WEIGHTS
FIGURE 1
DETERMINATION OF G-CAPABILITY OF AB5-K8 GYRO
IN LIQUID OPERATION
The Freon level was maintained to just cover the gyro
balance end and the excess drained into a graduated
cylinder. The flow-rate was determined by measuring 	
i
the volume change during a timed interval. The gyro
was progressively loaded with weights until the cylinder
bottomed (visual check). Each data point was repeated
three times to insure accuracy, and recorded in Table I.
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The load to bottom (in pounds) was,
 converted to g a s by
considering the buoyant force exerted by the Freon on
the cylinder. The calculations are as follows:
911-- BALANCE END
.4
2 2 p'
.6
*--- ELECTRICAL END
FIGURE 2 - AB5-KS INNER CYLINDER ASSEMBLY
TOTAL VOLUME -
	
(2.2)2(2.?) + (.9) 2 (.4) + (.9)2(.6)
V-34	 1'10.7 +.3 +.1
V - 9.1 IN 
W - Cylinder Weight - 435 gms
	
.96 lbs.
F  - Buoyant Force Exerted by Freon - (eg) F
 V
(Pg) F - Weight Density of Freon 113 - .06 lbs/in3
FB	(.06)(9.1) - .55 lbs.
J
l
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W' - Effective Cylinder Weight Under Freon w W - F 
W' - .96 - .55 - .41 lbs.
Equivalent G's to Bottom •• Load-To-Bottom (Lbs.)M670
I.E.: For 5 PSI:
Equiv. g I® - ` 4T. T 	 g's
r4
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r
R
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Exploratory and experimental design work has been
conducted to obtain preliminary design parameters for a
hydrodynamic spiral groove pump which can be used in
conjunction with hydrostatically supported gyro bearings.
A detailed report describing this type of gyro system is
available in MT-3945 by R. Sgambati.
Due to a lack of theoretical data on this type of pump,
the initial development was conducted on a trial and
error basis in order to establish a direction for
further development.
This pump consists of a thin disk with spiral grooves
fabricated on its faces, which rotates in close tolerance
between two stator faces. See Photo 68-6688 and 68-6689
of test model. The operation of this pump is similar
to that of a hydrodynamic gas bearing gyro wheel. The
close proximity of the smooth gyro wheel to the spiral
groove thrust plates causes a high viscous shear in the
gas resulting in a pressure rise in the grooves (inwardly)
as the wheel rotates. However, this is a no flow situation
and new parameters had to be established for:
a) Pumping an incompressible fluid such as Freon 113.
b) Providing a flow situation of at least 25 CC/min. at
15 PSI with Freon 113.
c) Providing an outwardly pumping pattern to simplify
channeling of the fluid and use the centrifugal
effect to advantage:
Four (4) groove patterns have been tested. See SK-1.
1
i
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S
The O.D. of the pattern was established at 1.125 inch
so that it would fit in the AB-3 gyro after allowing for
outboard armature, and motor stator dimensions. The
pattern not shown was a single groove scroll which
proved unsuccessful.
Preliminary test data is tabulated below comparing the
pumping performance of the three (3) patterns.
Parallel	 Inward Whipple Reverse Whipple
Groove	 Groove	 Groove
Groove Depth	 .0010	 .0010	 .0010
Clearance (Both Sides) .0005 	 .0002	 .0001
Speed (RPM)	 3500 approx.	 3500	 3300
PSI (Static)	 2.2	 10	 35
No. of Grooves
	
16	 12	 12
Groove Angle	 20°-30°	 150	 150
Fluid
	
Freon 113
	
Freon 113
	
Freon 113
Flow CC/Min.	 9.5 at 8 PSI	 33 at 15 PSI
Temperature
	
500F approx.
	
50°F approx.
Since the reverse Whipple groove pattern (No. 3) showed
superior results when pumping-Freon 113, preliminary
power information was obtained from the model using
shaft torque and speed data. These results are described
in MT-3957 by R. Sgambati and are repeated below. The
effect of groove and clearance dimensions on pressure
rise for pattern No. 3 are shown in SK-2.
ri
i
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•
AB5 K8 Running Running
Bearing Shaft Shaft
Pressure
-
Flow Load Capacity Seed Torque Power
'1n)'(cm /m 0 ®) M)' n-oz) (watts
5 8 18 700 .34 48
10 16 35 1640 .58 .75
15 24 54 2550 .76 1.38
Any further design efforts on this pump should be
directed toward optimizing the following parameters:
1. Angle of attack :of grooves.
2. Number of grooves.
3. O.D. and Y.D. of grooves.
4. Groove convergence versus angle of rotation.
5. G capabilities.
6. Test for pressure rise versus temperature.
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A spiral groove viscous shear pump is being conaidered
for gyros using liquid hydrostatically supported hearings
(see MT-3958). The pump specifications were established
as follows:
1. Fluid - Freon 113
2. Pressure - 15 P.S.I.G.
3. Flow - 25 cc/min. constant
4. Temperature - 1300F
5. G Capability - 18G minimum
6. Size - Fit in AB3 envelope
7. Power input - Less than 3 watts total
Design Assumptions
It was assumed that the largest possible spiral pattern
within the.AB3 gyro periphery would provide the greatest
pressure, flow and G capability at the lowest i1PR and
power input. A 1.125 inch O.D. dimension was established
for,the pattern allowing ample radial space for a
pancake motor design. (see Layout^SK-1).
An assumed armature ring size of 1.437 O.D. by 1.187 I.D.
by .219 wide surrounded the impeller, to approximately
simulate windage resistance in the tests.
Experimental Pattern Evaluation
A test model was constructed to evaluate four (4) pump
patterns for pressure rise and flow capability. See
Layout SK-2 and Photo 68-6689. It will be noted that a
shaft seal had to be employed in the model for the inward
pumping tests and was retained for all tests. This seal
offered varying resistances to shaft rotation due to
shrinkage, hence the running torque data in this report is
approximate.
6
ri
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The following patterns were tested with varying groove
and clearance dimensions:
1. Single Groove Scroll (Outward Pumping) (Not shown).
a.	 Groove depth - .002
b.	 Groove width - .050
c.	 Land width
	
- .020
d.	 Clearance
	
- .001
e.	 Pitch
	
- .070
Provided less than 1 P.S.I.	 (No flow) pressure rise
with Freon 113 at about 1500 RPM.
Pattern abandoned due to lack of pressure rise and
impeller instability.
2. Parallel Groove (Outward Pumping) See Figure 1.
Pattern abandoned due to lack of pressure rise.
3. Whipple Groove (Inward Pumping) See Figure_2 and 3.
Proved superior for pressure and flow characteristics
when pumping fluids in viscosity range of SAE No. 20
oil.
This pattern was also tested for outward pumping
characteristics which was a failure due to impeller
instability.
4. Reverse Whipple Groove (Outward Pumping) See Figures
4 through S.
Proved superior for pressure and flow characteristics
when pumping Freon 113.
,n
tS
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Conclusions
Contrary to whipple groove thrust plate theory,
experimental data has shown that the Reverse Whipple
Pattern with outwardly ,diminishing grooves and
outwardly expanding land areas provided the best
pressure rise and flow characteristics when pumping
Freon 113.
Comparative data is shown in Figure 9.
Fluids of higher viscosity such as SAE No. 20 oil, were
pumped more efficiently with the standard inward flow
whipple pattern.
Comparative data is shown in Figure 10.
Using the groove and clearance dimensions shown in
Figure 7 (optimum design for Freon) running shaft power
data was taken when pumping Freon 113 through an AB5-K8
gyro. A seal torque of about .12 in-oz. (determined
experimentally) was subtracted from this data.
Pressure Flow Speed Torque
PSI©
-
ACC
	
IN' RPM IN-OZ Watts
5 8
-----
700
----
.34
---
.18
10 16 1640 .58 .75
15 24 2550 .76 1.38
Fa
G-Capability - Impeller pattern shown in Figure 8 was
centrifuged while driven by a .6 in-oz stall torque
motor at 6 PSI flow pressure.
0
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The impeller stalls at 15 G°s.
The impeller weight is 23 grams.
This pump pattern is a flow through design without a
seal area as in hydrodynamic gas bearing design.
A modified Reverse Whipple Pattern with a very narrow
peripheral seal area is being considered to trade off
excessive flow capability for increased G capability.
Further studies of pump efficiency will , be made by
optimizing the following parameters for specific pressure
versus flow conditions.
1. Groove angle of attack
2. Groove convergance ratio versus
rotation
3. Number of grooves.
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1.0	 Summary
After reviewing the principles of operation of a spiral
groove friction pump and presenting the equations governing
the behavior of the pump, the analysis establishes the criteria
for an optimum design in which the power consumption is
minimized. A sample calculation of a pump for liquid freon
is carried out in the appendix. The pump is used to
pressurize the hydrostatic gimbal bearings of a gyroscope
and consumes .6 watt.
The intake of the pump should be designed in such a way
as to avoid the formation of turbulent Couette flow.
	
2.0
	
Introduction
A spiral groove thrust bearing is a flat axial bearing
in which one bearing surface is smooth and the other is
provided with a recurrent pattern of spiral grooves.
A rotating spiral groove bearing can transmit axial load
or it can be used as a pump for liquids or as a compressor
for gases. The overall efficiency of the spiral groove
pump is extremely low, few percent, but, because of
compactness and simplicity, it can be used advantageously
in certain applications where the required flow rate is
very low, e.g. to pressurize the hydrostatic gimbal
bearings of a gyroscope. In a sample calculation which is
carried out in the appendix, the 1 1/8" diameter pump
rotating at 2100 RPM, delivers 14 ccm/min of liquid freon
113 at 12.4 psi pressure rise, the dissipated power is .6
watt and the efficiency defined as the ratio of the pumping
power to the input power, is 3.4%. In this particular
example, no attempt was made to optimize the geometry of the
grooves.
ri
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The analyses of spiral groove compressors (Reference 3)
show that a maximum isothermal efficiency up to 8% is
possible. There is no sharp demarcation line between
different applications of spiral grooves. If the grooves
are deep and the clearance is small, a spiral groove
thrust bearing can be used as a molecular pump in the
Knudsen region and this fact has been known for a long
time,, At high speeds and with deep grooves, we get the
centrifugal pump, and,..,in an intermediate range in which
the grooves are not too deep and the plates still "feel"
each other's presence, the spiral grooves impart
hydrodynamic action to the bearing.
3.0	 The Operation Of A Spiral Groove Hearing
The principal element of a spiral groove thrust bearing
consists of a series of uniformly spaced shallow grooves
on one of the opposing bearing surfaces. The sides of
the grooves are spiral lines. A rotation of one of the
surfaces with respect to the other results in a
relative sliding motion with the velocity vector inclined
to the direction of the grooves. Friction between the
moving wall and the viscous fluid which fills the gap
between the bearing surfaces, entrains the fluid particles
in the direction of the motion. The velocity vector of the
entrained particles can be resolved into two components,
one parallel and one normal to the direction of the grooves-
see page 10 of the appendix. The hydraulic resistance along
the grooves is smaller than the resistance in the perpend-
icular direction, and the net flow takes place along the path
of least resistance, that is along the grooves.
r
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This pumping effect can be directed towards or away from
the center of rotation, depending on the sense of
rotation and the inclination of the grooves. The grooved
rotor can be used either as a pump or as a thrust bearing.
When used as a pump, the pressure at the inlet and at the
outlet is known, and the flow rate is required. When used
as a thrust bearing, the output of the grooved rotor, again
acting as a pump, has to flow through an impedance to give
,a positive pressure rise. This impedance can be two
closely spaced parallel surfaces, as in a spiral groove
bearing, or another set of grooves in the opposite direction,
as in the herringbone bearing, or it can be infinite, as
in an inwardly pumping spiral groove bearing with the
center closed. In either case, the inlet pressure is
known, and the pressure at the outlet and the flow rate
can be determined if the output impedance is known.
E. A. Muijderman (Reference 1) developed the theory of
the spiral groove thrust bearing operating in an incompressible
flow, and presented the results in a simple form. In an
optimum design each basic element should make a maximum
contribution to the pressure build-up. Muijderman has shown
that in order to satisfy this condition, the grooves must
have a logarithmic spiral shape.
4.0	 Pressure Distribution In The Spiral Grooves
Muijderman's differential equation of pressure distribution
along the spiral grooves is shown on p. 16 of the appendix.
The increment of pressure consists of the difference of two
terms, one which is directly proportional to the radius
vector and is independent of the flow rate, and the other
which is inversely proportional to the radius vector while
being directly proportional to the flow rate.
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The coefficients which define both terms are functions of
the spiral angle ax and the ratio y of the ridge width
to the groove width. When ',he grooves are shaped as
logarithmic spirals, at and y have constant values
independent of the radius vector, and the differential
equation of pressure distribution can be integrated
directly. The pressure build-up becomes then the
difference of two terms, one which is a quadratic function
of the radius vector and is independent of the flow rate,
and the other term which is a logarithmic function of
the radius vector, and is proportional to the flow rate.
By integrating between I.D. and O.D. of the rotor, and
by taking into account the end effects, one obtains the
net pressure rise across the pump. The pressure rise
is the largest at zero flow rate and decreases
monotonically with the increased flow--see page 5 of the
Appendix. A maximum flow rate in obtained when the pressure
difference between the inlet and the outlet becomes zero.
It should be noted tha ,under these conditions, the
pressure build-up insie the um °s no zero, as
	 p	 pu p x	 t e	 het
difference of two aforementioned terms becomes zero only
at the I.D. and O.L. and not at any intermediate diameter.
5.0	 Outward Pumping Versus Inward Pumping In The Logarithmic
Spiral Grooves
The pressure distribution in the logarithmic spiral grooves
was calculated at zero pressure difference for a particular
configuration and is shown on p. 17 of the appendix. In
this example, the maximum pressure build-up which takes
place in ,he grooves, is about 22°X, of tho total pressure
rise at zero flow. It should be noted that the flow in
the spiral grooves is identical with the Couette flow with
pressure gradient°
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in case of an inward pumping along the logarithmic spirals,
the flow passage is converging, which causes a positive
pressure build-up along the grooves, similar to the
pig-k sure build-up in a slider bearing shown on page 15 of
the Appendix. In case of an outward pumping along the
lo-,,arithmic spirals, the flow passage is diverging, the
pressure in the grooves decreases below the inlet pressure,
and the rotor develops a negative thrust directed
towards the interfaces with the stator. In case of a
nonsymmetric desl,gn and absence of a separate thrust bearing,
this will result in bottoming the rotor. Moreover, in
order to prevent the formation of a vapor lock, the vapor
pressure of the pumped liquid must be higher than the fewest
pressure in the grooves. The temperature of the liquid
should be taken at the adiabatic wall temperature. As the
pressure at the outlet is increased, the flow rate is
reduced and the pressure in the grooves increases accordingly,
eventually it becomes larger than the inlet pressure.
Therefore, when the pump grooved with logarithmic spirals
is pumping away from the axis of rotation, there is a certain
minimum value of pressure difference between the inlet and
the outlet, below which the pump cannot function, unless
the vapor pressure of the pumped liquid is higher than
the lowest pressure in the grooves and the pump has a
separate thrust bearing. In case of an inward pumping, the
pump is free from above limitations, and 16 can operate
at any intermediate pressure difference, from zero to
maximum. In case of low viscosity liquids, the radial
clearance at the inlet should be such that Couette flow in
the annulus will be laminar, otherwise, steep velocity
gradients at the wall which characterize the turbulent
flow, will drastically reduce the flow rate of the pumped liquid.
1
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Another possibility is to avoid the annular intake entirely.
	
6.0	 Diffe rential Thrust Of The Bottomed Rotor
In order to balance the thrust of the rotor and to minimize
the consumption of power, the pump is symmetric with the
rotor centrally located between two stators and the
grooves on both sides. It is shown in the appendix--
pages 6 to 8---that for an infinite number of grooves, the
differential thrust of the bottomed rotor is zero, in
other words, the as.ial stiffness of the symmetric design
is zero and a separate thrust bearing is required no matter
whether the fluid is pumpers inward or outward.
	
7.0	 Optimum Design Of The Spiral Groove Pump
It follows from Mttijderman's equation which is presented
on • page 5 of the appendix that the pressure rise of the
spiral groove pump is the largest at zero flow rate and
decreases monotonically with the increased floe.
The nonlinearity of the function is caused by pressure
losses at the intake and the outlet due to the
finite number of grooves. For an infinite number of grooves,
these losses vanish and the relationship becomes a straight
line. The friction torque of the grooved rotor was calculated
by Muijderman, and the respective equation which neglects
the end effects, is shown on page 4 of the appendix.
The designed um has to deliver the required volumetricg	 pump	 q
flow rate Qoper at the specified pressure difference Poper.
It is shown on page 14 of the appendix that the friction
torque becomes minimum when the ppmp is designed in such
a way that the maximum pressure rise at zero flow rate
equals twice the operating pressure rise, P ax 
'0 2 Poper'
and the maximum flow rate at zero pressure difference equals
twice the operating flow rate, Qmax w 2 Qoper.
y
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Furthermore, the expression in the bracket shown as the
equation ( c) on page 15 should be minimum. These are
three conditions of minimum drag which must be satisfied
by the design parameters of the pump, There are eight of
them as follows:
1. Rotor outer radius r2,
2. Rotor inner radius rl , or the ratio X= rl/r2,
3. Spiral groove depth ho,
4. Clearance between the rotor and the stator,
(Clearance above ridge) , h2,
5. Angle between the velocity vector and the tangent to
the groove, a,
6. Number of grooves k,
7. Ratio of the ridge width to groove width, Y ^, a2/al,
8. Rotor RPM
The number of grooves, k, should be as barge as feasible,
and not smaller than, say, 15. This leaves seven other
design parameters to satisfy three conditions of mininrium drag.
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1.0	 SUMMARY
The step slider bearing is analyzed for load capacity
and power. The bearing is easy to manufacture and has been
shown adequate to have better load carrying capacity compered
to the inclined bearing for the same power. The step
bearing has limited usefulness in itself but when used
as a journal bearing, it has excellent applicability.
2.0
	 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The Rayleigh step bearing is simple to pro duce. The load
carrying capacity is adequate and the power relatively low.
Further studies using it has a journal bearing are re-
quired.
3.0	 INTRODUCTION
A technical report was written on a hydrodynamic gas bear-
ing for use as a gyro accelerometer (Reference 1). Graphs
were shown for the particular bearing under consideration.
Since then, there has been a requirement for a ,journal
bearing for use in a liquid pump. A ,journal bearing was
designed and made. Again, a miniature version of the above:
mentioned pump required a new ,journal design.
In order -to design the last journal., to report on the
design of the previous journal, and to provide an easy
means for other designs, it was decided to supply design
charts and tables.
1
1
Ir
ee
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•
The necessary information on the ,journal bearing using the
Rayleigh step requires a relatively lengthy period ot''time
to generate. Because of this, and if work load allows, the
analysis shall be performed in the following sections:
a) The Rayleigh Step Bearing Without Side Leakage
w The Rayleigh Step Bearing With Side Leakage
C) The ,Journal Step Bearing Without Side Lcaka;e
d) The Journal Step Bearing With Side Leakage
	
4.0	 MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS
The equation*
 for the step bearing are developed in this
section for the normal Rayleigh bearing with a flat slider,
See Figure 1.
	
4.1
	 The Navier - Stokes Equations and Rayleigh Step Bearing.
The equations for fluid under stress may be found in any
fluid mechanics text. See References 1 and 2. The final
form only of the equations are repeated here. The
complete equation considering varying density (compressible
fluid) and varying viscosity is
DV s ^g - Ap + 4/3A (IiA • V) + A (V . Apl) - V a2µp Dt	 + Aµ x (A x V) - (A . V) Opp, - A x (Ox 1 V)	 (1)
,e
Where DV is called the derivative following the fluid and
4	 DT
A is the gradient operator.
2
L
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Equation (1) is extremely complex. If we only consider
constant density (incompressible flow) and constant vis-
cosity, the Navier - Stokes Equation reduces to
DD _
PDt G Pg - O P + AA V	 (2 )
The x component of equation (2) may be written as
p(ud +va^u+w du +du)
x	 ay	 Y alf
A ^9 - alp + p (d u + d u + a^2u)
Similar equations hold for the y and z directions.
Even the Simplified equation (3) is too difficult to
handle easily.
4.2	 Stepped Slider Load
The following conditions simplify equation (3) so that it
may be used easily. The equation is applied to the slider
bearing shown in Figure 1. The slider movement is in the
x direction, the gap is in the y direction, and the slider
width is in than z direction.
r1i
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Conditions on Fluid:
I. Velocity in the y direction is negligible; v = 0.
2. Bearing is considered extremely wide; w = 0, JU = acv
	
0
(zero leakage assumption).	 WE WE
3. The velocity over each plate section is constant; du ^ 0
W
4. The gravity force is neglible compared with viscous
forces ; Var = 0
5. The pressure gradient is a constant; alp
	 constant
6. The bearing is moving at constant speed; du
Tr(local de-
rivative) = 0
The following terms therefore are 0.
TERM	 CONIDITION
y
u du
a^x	 3
v du	 1V
44
w du	 2
TZ-
du	 6
Wf
^0,g
x 	
4
a^ 
L 
u
.3
a
d2 u	 2
a
4
t	 1
t ; l
6r
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Equation (3) reduces to
2
-^ + µ ()	 0	 (4)
cry
Condition (5) states that the first term is a constant.
Therefore
d 2u(µ ^) dye 	 (5)
Integrating twice
u = 7-µ -Jx 1►2 + K 1 y + K2	 (6)
Using the boundary conditions that at y = 0, u 	 and at
y = h, u = 0.
We then get
K2 _ V
K 1 = -h dP - U
z ax n
and (I..r,)- 7-µ - x (yh - y2 )
	
(7)
This is the general velocity equation for each section of
the pad.
Integrating (7) with respect to y yields
h 3
Q=	 µ dy = 'Y h - T2µ (U) 
h	 (g)
0
5
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This is the flow rate per unit width.
From the condition that there is no end leakage the flow
over the first section equals the flow over the second
section.
At section (1)
("), ° FjL7 - 12 µQ3^
dx	 h1	 h1
and at section (2)
12µQ	 (10)
dx 2	 h2	 h2
y
Since P2 = Po at x = 0, the pressure at any point in section
(2) is
dP
	
P2 = (dx)2 
x + Po 	(l1)
Since the pressure at any point in section (1) is
dP
P1
	
(dx 	 + P2	 (12)l
and
dP
P2	 (dx)2 a2 + Po	 (13)
tY
Combining equations (12) and (13) we get
dP	 dP
P1	 (x> (x - a2 ) + ( dx)	 a2 + Po	 (14)1	 2
-A
ik
Xffi
6
(9)
r;
I
i
1
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P1 ; PO at x F- a l + a2 so that
( OP )
 
a l = - (d^)	 a2
dx 1	 dx 2
(15)
The load capacity of the pad per unit width is
W	 pdx	 (i6)
2
W 1 - a2 + al
	
P1 dx - ( dP) a_1	 I. (L ala2+P®a	 (17)dx 1 2	 dx 2	 1
a2
and
2
W2= a2 P2 dx = dP a2	 + Poa2 (18)
dx 2 2
0
Using equation (15) in equation (17):
2
W
a
= - (dp)1	 1 + Poc i (19)1 dx	 2
The total load on the bearing per unit width is
W = W 1 + W2 (20)
Using equations	 (10) and (15) we get a constant that shall
be used shortly
a l 	 1
^2a 2	 1 1 2 +	 -2 Q . (2-1)
U al	 1
,^ 2 h 1	 h.^_3
7
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6
Equation (20) becomes using equations (18) and (19)
2	 2
W ^ _ ( dP 	 a 1.	 + ( dP ) 	a2	 + P (a + a )
	
(22)
	
Tx-) I  2
	
T 2 -T-	 0 1	 2
Using; equations (9) and (10)
	
2	 2	 2	 2
W = 3µ 2Q ( a l - a2 ) + U (a2 - _a l ) + Po(al + a2 ) (23)h '3
1	
h	 h2	 h2
2	 2	 2	 2
3V U	 2Q	 a l - a2	 + a 2 - a l	 + Po(al+a2)	 (24)U (nom h 3) ( h^
 h721	 2	 2	 1
Finally the load per unit width becomes
a 1	 1112.W 3 1  U 
a2 +(=2)	
alt	 a22	 j a2 
Z	 al 2
a l + h1 2 1
	
hl	 h23	 h2	 hl
(---)
a2h 1	 h2	 h2	 (25)
+P0 (a 1
 + a2)
	or W = 34 Ubw	 (25a)
Equation (25) is the load in any consistant system of units
(b is the width) .
1
The term Po (a I + a2)
the ambient pressure
the bearing; and that
conditions exist all
course becomes zero.
is due solely to the d .1 ference in
at the leading and trailing; edges of
above the bearing. If ambient
around the bearing; this term of
I
By putting the a and h terms in ratios, we can transform
T of eq. (25a) into the dimensionless form:
8
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W - F 1 (z) F2 (y,	 h) (26)
where
F	 Z21
(27)
Z = L /c (28)
c = h l (29)
L = a l + a2 (30)
F	 (Y^ h)	 (1 +	 2 )	 (1- 2 H3 ) - (1+ •	 )	 (1- h )	 (1+	
3)
2 (1 + y) (1+ yiI
	
) (31)
H = hl (32)
h2
Y	
a?
(33)
a 1
All values of W may be obtained by varying H between 0 and
1.	 In order to the same fcr the a terms we must use
A = a1
(34)
a 1 + a2
and therefore
r = 1-A
(35)A
Equations (25a) through (35) are all that are required
to determine the load.
9
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4.3	 Drag and Power
In the bearing gap for unindirectonal flow the shear
stress per unit length is
g(du) (36)
dy
Equation (7) may be written as
u	 - ( dP ) y2 _U + h	
( dP )
 y + U
µ
(37)
2µ	 dx dx
Di.f ferentinting;	 (37) across the gap we obtain
a!	 (^) Y -
115,
+	 (^) (3S)
Y	 µ 77µ
We wish the value of the velocity gradient at the sur-
face.
Therefore at y = 02
du	 U + h dP
( dye	 ®^ _ ^	 ^ (dX ) (.39).39)) y=
Substituting equation (39)	 into equation (36):
r
INU + 7_ (^)µ ^ _ 2-(^) (40)
The shear force at section l of Figure 2 per unit length is
a l + a2 a 1 + a2 h
7	 TV
a 2 a
-a	 µU + hl (dP1 ^	 ^"" Tx l
10
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The shear force per unit length at section 2 is
a2
F2
	T2 dx
® -a^ 
vii 
+ h2 (d P),	 (42 )2  -7 ^ 2
From equations (9), (10), and (15) we obtain
( d p ) = 61-^--x -h2)
	
(43)  R 1 a 1/a2 h 3+ h13
and
dP	
-. -a
l dp	 G -6µU ( h 1- h2)(Ux)	 a 2 (^)1	 t—^ — a h 3	 (44)2	 2 1
al
Substituting equation (43) into equation (41) we obtain
h. h
F 1 = -a l µU	 + 3h 1 (a----=3
	
3 )	 (45)1	 1 h2 + h 1
a2
Substituting equation (44) into (42)
h
2	
h
F2 = -a2 pU W + 3h2 (	 - a	 3 )	 (46)2	 t'^2 + 2 h 1
al
s The total force per unit width is
µU a
1_	 a 2 + ;3a 1 a2 (h .t + h2) (hf - h2)
F	 1' 1 + F2 T -	 ii l	 ^^	 ,	 + a2 ti 13
rt
The power is
P = bFU
	
(48)
and can be put into the form where
P - -pU 2 b	 (49)
11
(47)
x^
12
6
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IP = F3 ( Z ) F4 (r, H)
F3
 (Z) z Z
2
F4 (y- H) - 1 + O*H +
	 ^ (^--- H— --
( I + ^,H )
(50 )
(5l)
(52)
Equations (49) through (52) together with equations
(34) and (35) determine the power.
5.0	 DISCUSSION OF TABLE AND GRAPHS
The data of Table l in the Appendix is generated for
dimensionless load (W) and power (15) and efficiency factor
(Tr) as a function of .length to clearance ratio (Z), width
ratio (A), and height ratio (H).
Figure 2 shows pictorially the variation in step shape with
A and with H.
Figure 3 indicates how the load varies with the number of
steps. In the illustration the gap, total:. length, and the
width are the same. The only variation is in how many
steps 'the constant length bearing is broken up into.
The power comes out the same for all the bearings. T  i,,
is equal to some constant multiplied by the reciprocal. of
the number of steps.
The data for Figures 3, 4 1 5, 6, and 7 are taken from Table
1. Additional data was generated for the values of P and
f in the region between 0< A <.I.
d'
S
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Y is actually W/F. This indicates the region in which one
should design to get the lift for the least power,
The section of Table 1, where Z = 1000 is sufficient for
design since FI (Z) and F3 (Z) are simple multiplying :factors.
The table and graphs show that the maximum load occurs; for
I-i	 0.5 and A mn
 0.3. The maximum efficiency occurs as
A -+-0. Of course the load increases with Z2.
In general,11,tist of the bearings may be designed for minimum
gap commensurate with power with a value of H = 0.5 and A-
0 .2 or 0.3.
	
6.0	 DESIGN EXAMPLES
Usually a simple example clarifies ideas more easily than
a long; discussion. Two examples follow.
	
6.1	 Design a simple tape deck head to support 1/2 inch wide
magnetic tape driven at 3.75 inch per second. Due to ten-
sion the net force against the lead is 10 grams. How far
from the head will the tape be? What is the power?
Since the tape is flexible, it is better to design a bear-
ing with a large number of steps. Because of the light
load and low speed, the equations for incompressible flow
will hold.
Make the total beamsSelect the number of steps equal to 5.
ing length 0.5 inch.
6NCER# 70-09-239
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The power will be negligible so make A (and therefore al)
larger than the optimum value of 0.3 for greaLor wear.
Let A - 0.4.
Looking at Table 1, the optimum value for load when A
0.4 is when H = 0.6.
Using the section where the length to clearance ratio
(^) is 1000, the load (W) is 0.653 x 105.
Since W = F 1 (Z) F2 (y, h),
F 	 = 0.653x105 = 0.0653
2	 11	 10
The only parameter not fixed now is the clearance and from
egUations (25a), (26), (27), and (28), we god. (for each
step)
L
w = 3VUbk j F2	 or
r
c = L 3p bUF2 1/2
w
Now to convert the above units into the cgs system (any
consistant system would do).
0. 5 inch	 =
 0.1 inch = 0.254 cm
5 steps
b - 0.5 inch = 1.27 cm
Ii (assumed 'for nix- at 18 C) 	 .183 x 10-3 po,i e
U = :1.75 inch per second = 9.525 cm/,,,,e(,-
W = 10 grams
	
9.8 x 103 = 1.96 x 103 dynes
s eps
	
5
1
14
^r
2^:
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c	 0.2 54 3 x • 183 x 10
-3
 x 1.27 x 9.525 x .653 x 10-1 1/2
1.96 x 103
1.2 x 10-4
 cm
.472 x 10-4
 inch = 47 microinches
To sum up, the clearance will be 47 microinches. The depth
of the grooves will be 31 microinches. The width of the
grooves will be 0.060 inch. A, deep groove must separate
each step as shown in the upper right section of
Figure 3 so as to return the leading and trailing edges of
each groove to ambient pressure.
Power:
From Table 1 we get for one step
F = .705 x 103
	 705
F 3 - Z
	 54 1®-4 =. 2117 x 104
P = .705  x .2117 x 10 4 = .14 92 x 104
P = -.183  x 10-3 x .9525 2  x 102 x .1492 x 10 4" x 1.27
= -31.5 erg/sec
-3.2 microwatts
x	 (The negative sign only indicates that the powex • is dissipa-
tive) For all 5 steps the total. power dissipated is 16 micro-
watts.
15
1
Pfi
^fr
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r
6.3
	 Design a bearing for use as a monorail track. The lubri-
cant will be water. The maximum curvature is one inch per
100 feet of track. The "lateral restoring force must be
at least one ton for a reasonable gap size when running
at 200 miles per hour.
A number of bearings could be considered including the
hydrostatic type. But let us confine ourselves to the
hydrodynamic step bearing. A vertical and horizontal bear-
ing or two slanted (like a "Bonanza" airplane 'trail) would
do, For the purpose of illustration let us only work on
the vertical bearing.
Let us study the bearing shown:
This is essentially two step bearings
opposed to each other in order to give
a spring effect in both side direc-
tions.
	 ~`'
Initially select the length equal
to one foot and the depth (b) equal
to two feet.
11' then were an actual. instead o1' an illuht,x• .ltn.ve pI I fern,
the equations for spring rate would be programmed.
AW - wL - WR	311U FIL (Z) F2L (o) - [FIR (Z) 1''2R(r,if)^
The subscripts L an R refer to the left and right respec-
tively.
a^.
f
16
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It is necessary to write the equation in the form on
the previous page because F 1 varies with the clearance and
F2 varies with H which in turn varies with the clearance.
Rather than program the above equation, we will use
interation, i.e., if we do not like the resulting value
of' clearance, we will change the width or length.
First select the optimum A and H for the narrow gap side (L).
A L = 0.3
HL
 = 0.5
The A^ = AL = 0.3
and
HR = hir	 = 3h 1L
h ir + Ah 3h 1L + Oh
If we initially
ture), h1L = C
h 2 L - hl
H1
Oh = 0.1
select C = 0.1 inch (to allow for track curva-
0.1 inch
L = 0.1 = 0.2 inch
0.5
inch
.•. HR = 0.3	 = .75
0.3 + 0.1
-^_.- 
12
ZL c - ^';1 = 120
12
LR	 .= T3 = 40
17
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S
Looking up the values for W in Table 1 we get
F	 _ W	 .677 x 105 .06772L	 10^ _
	
10
F,	 .5 x 105	 = .052 R.	 1
12 9
F 1I,	 ZL2	
( T)	 !.44 x 104
F1R	 'L R2 = (1)2 = .16 x 104
O W = 1.44 x 104
 x .0677 - .16 x 104 x .05 = .895 x 103
Since the viscosity of water decreases with temperature,
the upper limit of temperature should be taken for the
sake of safety.
µ (water at 400C) = .656 x 10-2 poise
U	 200 miles per hour = .892 x 103 cm/sec
b = 2 ft = 60.9 cm
AW	 3 x .656 x 10 -2 x .892 x 103 x .609 x 102 x .895 x 1 0`i
.908 x 10 6
 dynes = 2.04 pounds
This is an impractical design. To obtain the one ton force
we would have to decrease the gap to about 1/32 of an inch
and increase the length to 10 feet.
I
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TABLE 1
RAYLEIGH STEP BEARING WITHOUT
SIDE  LEAKAGE
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
length of ridge
length of groove
ratio of length of ridge to length of. ridge
and groove
width of bearing
clearance between ridge and slider
dimensionless efficiency
dimensionless friction force
dimensionless load function
dimensionless load function
dimensionless power function
dimensionless power function
gravity vector
unspecified clearance
ridge clearance (equal to c)
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h2
H
Kl
K2
L
p
P®
p 
P2
t
U
µ
u
V
V
LIST OF SYMBOLS (CONT)
groove clearance
ratio of ridge clearance to groove clearance
undetermined constant
undetermined constant
length of ridge plus length of groove
general pressure
ambient pressure
pressure under ridge
pressure under groove
flow rate
time
velocity of slider
velocity in the direction of the slider
velocity in the direction of the slider
velocity in the direction perpendicular
to the gap
velocity vector
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LIST OF SYMBOLS (CONT)
w velocity is the direction of the width of
the bearing
w general load
W l load of ridge
W2 load of groove
W dimensionless load
x coordinate in the direction of the bearing
length
y coordinate in the direction perpendicular
to the slider
z coordinate in the direction of the bearing
width
z ratio of bearing length to ridge clearance
ratio of groove length to ridge length
O in vector equation,,: 	 partial derivative
operator.In other equations: incremental
change
µ viscosity
P density
't stress per unit length
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1.0	 SUMMARY
A hydrodynamic journal has been designed, manufactured,
and t osted for use in the liquid bearing pump. The
bearing performs well and no problems have occurred.
Four designs were considered. The bearing selected
uses the Rayleigh Step design. As far as the writer
knows, this is the first time that this type design
has been used on a journal.
2.0	 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Four designs were considered for the hydrodynamic: the
plain journal, lobed rotor, herringbone Journal, and the
stepped journal. The plain journal is generally unstable,
equations are not readily available for the lobe;' rotor and
the herringbone journal had a high attitude angle. Only
the step bearing has predictable load capacily and good
stability for the design considered.
The presently designed step bearing (See Figure 1) will
support the aluminum oxide rotor at 20 G's with an
accepi.,able 0.5 eccentricity ratio at an attitude angle of
6 degrees. The power dissipated is neg'9 igib l e .
I
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3.0	 INTRODUCTION
The liquid bearing pump was originally designed with
a ball bearing. This bearing performed well.
However, since hydrodynamic bearings usually have
longer life than ball bearings and because the rotor
pump faces were effectively hydrodynamic thrust plates,
it was decided to incorporate a hydrodynamic journal.
One of the eo-nstraints on the design was that it was
to replace the ball bearing with a minimum of modification:
no major parts would be made new except the journal
itself.
The speed is 2000 rpm. The lowest value of viscosity
is given as 0.5 centipoi8e (corresponding to lowest
load capability of the bearing.) The weight of the
rotor in the fluid is 45 grams.
4.0	 DESIGNS CONSIDERED
Four designs were considered. The advantages and
disadvantages are discussed here.
4.1	 Plain journal
The plain journal  design consists of an unmarked
cylindrical journal in an unmarked cylindrical bore.
Either journal or the outter bearing may rotate.
r1)
r
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This bearing is the oldest of the hydrodynamic.
,journal bearings. It has excellent load capacity
but is usually unstable. This notorious instability
is reason enough to reject this design.
4.2	 Lobed Design
The instability of the plain ,journal has only become
a major problem in the past two decades. This design
had been used for centuries without problems
in unsophisticated applications. The problem was
traced to the recent technical ability to generate
almost perfect cylindrical surfaces. Previously,
the cylindrical surfaces were unintentionally
eliptical, trilobate, etc. This prevented the half
speed whirl, conical whirl, etc., from building up.
	
A	 When it was realized that the perfect geometry factor
was causing the instability problem, rotors were
purposely lobed. The journal could be lobed instead
but then the spring rate would be directional, i.e.,
anisotropic.
The load capacity is much lower than the plain bearing
but this is not the reason it was not used. Design
	
$	 equations were not available and, therefore, performance
	
}	 could not be predicted.
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4.3	 Herringbone Journal
This bearing (also called the helical. grooved ,journal)
is the most popular design for high precision inertial
components. Its load capacity is slightly better
than that of the plain bearing and it has good
stability. Thousands of wheels incorporating this
design have been manufactured on the Ships Inertial
Navigation System (SINS) and the Poseidon (25 IRIG
Mod 3) programs. It is the most expensive design
of the four considered but this was not the reason
it was not used.
Calculations were made for nine variations: three
different groove clearance to ridge clearance (1I) raLins'
and three different helix angles.
A table of the attitude angles follows:
ATTITUDE ANGLE
Helix Angle
30° 45° 60°r H
2	 620 63,0
r. 1.5	 75° 74° 77°
1	 88° 88° 88°
ry
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The attitude angle is the angle between the
displacement vector and the load vector. A large
attitude angle (near 900 ) is associated with
poor stability. For that reason this design was
not used.
4.4	 Stepped Journal	 1
The flat Rayleight step bearing is described in LACER#70-09.-139
When a few of these steps are machined into a journal
(curved of course) the result is an excellent stability,
relatively low (but adequate) load carriang bearing.
Work had been initiated on this bearing under a
contract awarded in 1964 from NASA Marshall Space
Flight Center and is reported in MT-3910.
Further work on this type bearing was performed for
this liquid bearing pump design. A technical report
on the application of the Rayleight Step as applied
to the journal bearing will be written separately at
a later date.
The resulting bearing designed for the pump has the
following characteristics:
Length	 0.566 inches
Diameter	 0.656 inches
No, of Steps
	 5
6NCER-70-09-243
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Ratio of Ridge Length to Total Step Length
	 .42
Clearance (gap) - 288 microinches
Step Height (groove dept, n)	 300 microinches
PoA,er (zero eccent-,144city)	 0.1 watts
G load (aluminum o4tide rotor) - 23
Eccentricity rati• , ( ,lo leakage) - 0.5
Eccentricity ratio (with leakage) - 0.7
Altitude angle =- 60
Ir
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JOURNA,L BEPRING
FIGURE 1
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Initial teSti,ng oI' a spiral lrroovV puml) 11:15 yielded
the 1'011owing uhhj'0Xi111.1 t u r • csu 1 is :
AB5 KK
Bearing
Pressure
	
P'lo'w	 Load Capac -i ty
C;111 • 111i11T
	 G '-1_'_T ­
 _..,—
	
5	 8	 18
	
10	 16	 35
	
1 F0	 24	 54
1t1111nitig M11111ing
.,h.l	 1.' t, 811.1	 1	 t.
Spood 'For (111cc PoW4 - r.
It PM l;,ii —w "I l t.57
700 .:34 .18
1640 .58 .75
2550 .16 1.38
The torque and sCleed requirements of a motor° to drive
such a Dump depend on the desired &-capability.	 it
would be desirable to work out separate designs for
5 PSI operation and 10 PSI operation. The allowable
pump-motor geometry is controlled by the lr ► lml) rotor
o11t ca r • diainete..r an d the dimensions of the modi, t'iud AB5-K8
gyro into whic,;lr the ass mlbly must fit. A preliminary
layout, has yielded the following Sizes:
_ .....	 , --,,--- M O To R S rA TO /<
	
6_	
"' I T/z < 	 =j I
PUM P Ro ToR
A..__._ mo ron' i^'OTOR
1P See MT-3945 - "Devel opmvnt of: a Gyro with a Liquid
Iiydrostatic: Bearing" -- Junes 14, 1968.
k 
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i
Other desirable motor characteristics are:
1. 400 cps, :30, 10 volt excitation.
2. Highest possible efficiency.
3. Minimum axial and radial thrust in stalled
condition t.o allow start-up on ,journal. bearing.
F
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w
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r
i
V
4
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A. Des i gn Goal
The Magnetic Components Group had been requested to
provide an A.C. motor,either. 2 or 3-phasq delivering
continuously a load of +.5 oz-in, at 1,700 rpm with an
input; of less than 3 watts. The basic requirements of
the motor were a stator U.D. of 1.8125" and a rotor I.D.
of 1.1875".
It was decided to design and build a squirrel cage
induction motor for a line voltage of 26 volts and a
frequency of 200 Hertz.
B. Test Results
Test results have shown the motor performance to conform
to the design goals. Tested at 200 Hertz and 26 volts
the motor speed at a load torque of .5 oz-in was 1,710
rpm. The power input at this load was 2.5 watts and -the
efficiency 25.57c, Per request of the Gyro Design Group,
an additional test was performed at a voltage of 32.8
volts and a frequency of ;00 Hertz. At the rated load
of .5 oz.-in, the motor speed was 2,630 rpm, the power
input 2.65 watts and the efficiency :3770. A graph sheet
is attached showing; the tested performance curves of
the motor. (Figure 1, Page 11)
;1
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C.	 Design of the Motor
The design of the motor was governed by the geometry
of the given space. With an O.D. of 1.8125" and a
bore of 1.1875", stator and motor had to be placed
within a ring of 5%16 of an inch width. In order to
achieve maximum efficiency,stator and rotor laminations
had to be designed l'or optimum flux densities in the
iron and minimum current densities in the conductors.
To operate from a 200 Hertz grower supply, at the requfted
load speed of 1,200 rpm, the motor had to be designed
for 12 poles (p = -12.0s X_f), At a synchronous speed of
2,000 rpm, the slip at rated load would amount to 15%.
For a 3 phase motor, the stator had to have at lerdst 36
slots (Q = 3 x p). This would result in one slot per
pole per phase. Such a configuration yields large
harmonics which are highly detrimental to the motor
performance causing dips in the speed torque curve as
well as noise and vibration. A larger integral number
of slots per pole per phase was impossible within the
given dimensions. hence, a fractional slot winding
was chosen, viz. 45 stator slots resulting in 5 = 114
slots per pole per phase. Such a winding behaves like
a winding with multiple slots per pole per phase. The
distribution factor for this winding would correspond
to 5 slots per pole per phase. : n
6Issue: Original
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A squirrel cage rotor damps considerably the harmonics
of the stator mmf. The larger the number of rotor
slots, the more the harmonics of lower order of the
stator are damped. The number of rotor slots was
chosen to be 54.
	 With this large number, the size of
the rotor slots had, of necessity, to be very small -
approximately .047" squared. Correspondingly, the
rotor bars had to be very small. This problem was
overcome by die-casting; the rotor.
In order to operate
load, the rotor bar
be of pure copper.
the starting torque
sufficiently high 1
torque.
at maximum efficiency at rated
and ring material were chosen to
This has the effect of reducingng
of the motor which was kept at a
evel - Equal to 20U% of the rated
The design of the stator and rotor Lamination is
further illustrated by the fact that the total volume
of the stator iron amounted to only .16 cubic inches
and that of the rotor iron to .07 cubic inches. The
z
complete stator assembly weighed 1.95 oz. and the
rotor assembly .78 oz. for a total weight of the motor
of 2.73 oz.
To keep the flux densities low and to reduce the motor
losses, the air gap was held to .0021°.
f
a	 Following is a tabulation of the design procedure:
xIssue: Original
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Nomenclature
p number of poles
.0 frequency
III number of phases
ns synchronous speed
n speed of rlLed load
s	 - slip of the motor
R1.. number of stator slots
Q
2^
number of rotor slots
D1 = O.D.	 of stator
D2 = I.D. 	 of stator
d 1 - O.D. of rotor
d2- I.D. 
	 of rotor
g = air gap
kc- carter factor
L length of stator stack
I length of rotor stack
ki ..., stacking factor
t	 - pole pitch (in inches or in slot pitches)
W winding throw in slot pitches
Nc = number of turns per coil
N 1 = number of series turns per phase
MLT= mean length turn
a = flux per pole
Bg = flux density in air gap
B$1 = flux density ire; stator tooth
Bc1 = flux density in stator core
B t2 = flux density in rotor tooth
Bc2 .. flux densi ty
 in rotor cord
AsuUsc;ript magnetic area
=0.
6
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t
Hsubscript magnetizing fox-cc of parts of magnetic circuit
N1-	 ampere-turns of parts of magnetic circuit
subscript
Z m 	 magnetizing; current
x'l	
winding resistance per phase
rheP	
equivalent rotor resistance per bar
reduction factor to primary
x• 2 t	 rotor resistance referred to primary
=
	
s tator r 	 ermeances
	 r, h.aanoni c^ls,e,t^ 	 p	 (slot, end wdg,	 )
:: ; -P. t.or leakagea perinea nces (s lot; , end wdg , h r+non i c; )2^,e,h
k 	 constant used in calculating stator and rotorleakage reactance
k2	 constant used in calculating rotor leakage
reactance
x l	 stator leakage reactance
X2 =	 rotor leakage reactance (referred to	 primary)
xm =	 main flux reactance
V1	 phase voltage
El	 induced emf
Iw	 active component 
of 
stator currant
Ir	 reactive component of' stator current.
I l	 primary current
I2 -	 secondary current (referred to primary)
E =	 ralative voltage drop
SSUO : Ori gi na 1,	 NCER-70-09-253
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6
77 G	 efficiency of motor
Sp-0
	
slip at pull-out
T s t	 starting torque
T 
P-O	 P1111-OLI't torqLIC
It (I	 distribution factor of stator winding
kp	 pitch factor of stator winding
01
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The balancing scheme to be used with the LB5 Gyro
PN 1957040 is a cut and try process where the unit
is initially calibrated as a gas bearing, then filled
and tested for Musra and Muia. This document describes
a standardized procedure for determining cuts to be
made. In the Standard-Simple case for a cut without
changing; a screw, the turns required can be determined
by simply dividing the unbalance term by i,he appro-
priate screw scale factor from "fable 1. flowevet-, wlien
screws must be changed, the complete Standardised pro-
cedure should be adhered to. This procedure applies to
a standard K4, K8 float and balance screws as follows:
Cylinder 1801786 (H = 2.4 x 10 6 gm-cm 2/sec)
Screws	 10582815 -1 9 -3 9 -5
Floatation Fluid Freon 113
F IGURE 1
Screws: 4-48 at 300
MLANcC CND OF 1-85' G YIZO
x
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TABLE I
Scale Factor
Screw Length Weight	 (AIR) 0/hr/Turn
-1 .188 in	 145.5 mg 0.390
-3 .250 208.3 0.559
-5 .313 266.0 0.713
Empirically, Scala Factor of Small Screw (-1) _ 0.3900/
hr/Turn. Then by Ratio of Wts, S.F. of (-3)	 0.559,
etc.
The effective Drift produced by 1 bottomed small screw
is
(.155 + .188 ) inch x 48 TURNS
	
o
x 0.390 /hr = 4.66
2	 INCH	 TURN
(See Figure 1)
Tile effective drift produced by one bottomed medium
screw is
(.155 + .250 ) x 48 x .559 = 7.50
2
The effective drift produced by one bottomed large
screw is
( .155 + .313)x  48 x .713 = 10.75
2
k
r•
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Assuming centerline of screw at surface:
The effective drift produced by one Topped Small
Screw is
r
.530 - .188) x 48 x 0.390 = 8.18
2
The effective drift produced by one Topped large screw
i
(.530 - .313) x 48 x .713 - 12.80
2
Tabulating these results:
TABLE 2
Drift Rave 0/hr. Bottomed to
Screw Bottomed Topped Topped Turns
-1 4.80 8.18 10.7
-3 7.50 10.82 6.0
•-5 10.75 12.80 2.9
XIssue: Or,
 igi.naI
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Proceed with balancing as follows:
Record MUSRA, MUTA, on Data Sheet 1, (l and 2), record
sizes and turns from Bottom of all bala.vice screws on
Data, Sho:-et 1, (3, 4, 5 and 6) (7, 8, 9 and 10). Record
size as small, medium, or large or NA if hole is empty.
Calculate Turns correction by dividing; MUSRA, MUTA by
appropriate Scale Factor from Table 1 for each Screw
and enter on Data Sheet 1, (11, 12, 13, 14). Also
indicate in or out by circling. Try to keep minimum
number of unbottomed screws, i.e., two orthogonal Screws
are adjustable while the opposing balance holes are
empty or have bottomed screws. NOTE: To compensate
for + MUSRA, Turn Screw 1 in or 3 out. To compensate
for + MUTA Turn Screw 4 in or 2 out. Calculate Turns
from bottom for each Screw by algebraic addition of
(7 + 11) , (8 + 12) etc-; and record in (15, 16 0 17, 19) .
If all values are within top to bottom range of Table
2, make the cuts indicated in (11, 12, 13 and 14). If
any of these values exceed top to bottom turns of Table
2, or become negative, the solution is physically im-
possible and proceed as follows:
Calculate drift with all screws removed, enter 19, 20,
21, 22 - Row F.
Enter Bottomed drift rate of appropriate screws in 23,
24, 25, 26 - Row G.
6Issue
Date
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Calculate 27, 28 on Data Sheet 1.
If MUSRA is + 4.66 to + 8.0 put 1 small scr, iw in hole 3.
If MUTA is + 4.66 to + 8.0 put 1 small screw in hole 2.
If reverse polarity, use holes 1 and 4 respectively.
If either unbalance in range of 8.01 to 10.8 0/ hr, use
medium screw.
If either unbalance in range of 10.81 to 12.800/hr. use
large screw.
It either unbalance exceeds 12.80/hr., coarse (axial)
balance screws must b ,-, changed. Do this oil functional
test stand.
If either unbalance in range 3.51 to 4.65 use one
medium and one small screw in opposing; holes with the
medium screw in holes 2 or 3 for positive drift
(1 or 4 for negative drift) .
Calculate screw locations by entering screws determined
above on Data Sheet 2, (29, 30, 31, 32).
Enter pseudo drift rate of applicable bottomed screws
in row I Data Sheet 2 (3:3, 34, 35, :36) .
Enter MUSRA, MUTA 27, 28 in appropriate columns of
Data Sheet 2, Row J.
Subtract I from J and eater in Row K, Data Sheet 2.
5
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Divide K by appropriate screw S.F. (Table 1) to determine
screw location.
Enter either Row E or Row L (from Data Sheet 2) as
appropriate on Data Sheet 3, and send with unit
for cut to he made.
x
}
4 2 (FILL PORT)
6
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DATA SHEET 1
UN IT:	 DATE:
OPERATOR:
A) (1) MUSRA	 o/hr	 (2) MUTA
1	 2
B) Balance Shrew Size (3)
	 (4)
0 Turns from Bottom
	 (7)	 (8)
1	
TOP VIEW OF LB5
NCER-70-09-243
Page 7
()/hr
3	 4
(5)	 (6)
(9)	 (10)
3 MUSRA	 MUTA MUSRA MU IA
1	 2 3 4
Turns Correction IN	 OUT	 IN	 OUT IN	 OUT IN	 NOTE:
Call
D) _ Drift (11) (12) (13) (14)	
090	 110
Screw S.F. 
E) Compensated (15) (16) (17) (18)
Turns from
Bottom
CONTINUE ONLY WHEN SCREWS MUST BE CHANGED.
F) A, Unbalance (19) (20) (21) (22)
with Screw
Bottom
CX Screw SF
^k
rS
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1 MUSRA	 2 MUTA	 3 MUSRA	 9, MUTA
IN OUT	 IN OUT	 IN OUT	 IN
G) Removed Screw(23)	 (24)	 (25)	 (26)
Bottom Drift
Rate from
Table 2
27 MUSRA, no screws ^ (19) + (21) + (23) + (25) + MUSRA (1)
28 MUTA, no screws = (20) + (22) + (24) + (26) + MUTA
r,
r
f
4
0
y	
.
i
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DATA SHEET 2
6
DATE:UNIT:
OPERATOR:
H) Size
I) Pseudo Drift
Rate Screws
Bottomed
(from Table 2)
J) MUSRA, MUTA
no screws
from 27, 28
K) Drift
(E I, J)
;x
III) Turns Out
from Bottomed
a	 = R/Screw S.F.
A
.z
r
l 2 3 4
(29) (30) (31) (32)
(33) (34) (35) (36)
r6
NCER 70-09-248
Page 10
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DATA SHEET 3
UN IT:	 DATE:
OPERATOR:
MUSRA	 0/hr )
MUYA	 0/hr ) Before cut
Procedure 1 Tarn balance screws from existing position.
SCREW #
	
1	 2	 3	 4
TURNS
DIRECTION	 IN OUT	 IN OUT	 IN OUT	 IN OUT
Size
Final Turns
from Bottom
Procedure 2 Change balance screws as follows
SCREW #
	
1	 2	 3	 4
S IZE
TURNS FROM
BOTTOM
4
NOTE: Test Operator is to cross out inappropriate procedure
1
MUSRA	 o/hr )
MUTA
	
0/hr ) After cut
4	 2
(FILL PORT)
3
^q
f
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Initial testi.iip; c.>I' a spiral groove hump fidas yielded
MC 1'011owing : ► hj)J'OXilrla t c- rOsul tS :
AB5 K8 R11nni.ng	 R11111ing,
Boavinl.; ii11.1 1,t, 	 811")	 1	 t.
Pressure
	
flow Load Capacity SPec.c1	 Torg110	 Po wi r
Z 'S;IIG
	
cn1•	 lain ^J ltPM	 viii-r	 ^w:i
5	 8 18 700	 .:34	 .18
10	 16 35 1640	 .58	 .75
15	 24 54 2550	 .16	 1.38
The torque and speed requirements of a motor to drive
such a pump depend on the desired G•--capability.	 It
would be dcsirnblc to work out separate dosigns for
5 PSI operation
	
Ind 10 PSI operation. The allowable
grump-motor t;oomet,ry is controlled by the pump rotor
outer diameter and the dimensions of	 the; mod.i. Fied AB5-K8
gyro into which the assembly must fit.	 A preliminary
layout has yielded the following sizes:
(MA Y•
M O To R s TA TOR
1	 0	 ^,
PUMP RoToR
,..__._ Morvr OTOR
10 See MT-3945 - "Development of a Gyro wi t11 a Liquid
Hydrostatic; Boaring" - Junc, 14, 1968.
1
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Other desirable: motor characteristics are:
1. 4,00 erns, :301	 l() volt (^xcit:rt4^011.
2. ffighest not;s:iblc, efficiency.
3. Minimum ax,knl and radial thrust in stalled
condition Co allow start-up on ,journal bearing.
I
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SPIRAL GROOVE PUMP MOTOR DESIGN
,.-_,
Prepared:
G. Frank
Approved: -r
L. Pursiano
The Bendix Corporation
Navigation & Control Div.
Teterboro,
	
New Jersey
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A. Design Goal
The Magnetic Components Group had been requested to
provide an A.C. motor,either 2 or 3-phasq delivering
continuously a load of +.5 oz -in, at 1,700 rpm with an
input, of less than 3 watts. The basic requirements of
the motor were a stator O.D. of 1.8125" and a rotor I.D.
of 1.1875".
It was decided to design and build a squirrel cage
induction motor for a line voltage of 26 volts and a
frequency of 200 Hertz.
B. Test Results
Test results have shown the motor performance to conform	 , .
to the design goals. Tested at 200 Hertz and 26 volts
the motor speed at a load torque of .5 oz-in was 1,710
rpm. The power input at this load was 2.5 watts and the
efficiency 25.577. Per request of the Gyro Design Group,
an additional test was performed at a voltage of 32.8
volts and a frequency of 300 Hertz. At the rated load
of .5 oz.-in, t.11e motor speed was 2,6:30 rpm, the power
input 2.65 watts and the efficiency 3770. A graph sheet
is Attached showing the tested performance curves of
the motor. (Figure 1, Page 11)
;I
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C.	 Design of the Motor
The design of the motor was governed by the geometry
of 'the given space. With an O.D. of 1.8125" and a
bore of 1.1875 11 , stator and motor had to be placed
within a rind; of 5/16 of an inch width. In order to
achieve maximum efficiency,stator and rotor laminations
had to be designed for optimum flux densities in the
iron and minimum current densities in the conductors.
To operate from a 200 Hertz power supply, at the required
lord speed of 1,200 rpm, the motor had to be designed
for 12 poles (p = 120s X ). At a synchronous speed of
2,000 rpm, the slip at rated load would amount to 15%.
For a 3 phase motor, the stator had to have at least 36
slots (Q = 3 x p). This would result in one slot per
pole per phase. Such a configuration yields large
harmonics which are highly detrimental to the motor
performance causing dips in the speed torque curve as
well as noise and vibration. A larger integral number
o:C slots per pole per phase was impossible within the
given dimensions. Hence, a fractional slot winding
was chosen, viz. 45 Stator slots resulting in 5 = 114
slots per pole per phase. Such a winding behaves like
a winding with multiple slots per pole per phase. The
distribution factor for this winding would correspond
to 5 slots per pole per phase.
S
I	 I
;1
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A squirrel cage rotor damps considerably the harmonics
of the stator mmf.
 . The larger the number of rotor
slots, the more the harmonics of lower order of the
stator are damped. The number oil' rotor slots was
chosen to be 54.
	 With this large number, the size of
the rotor slots had, of necessity, to be very small -
approximately .047" squared. Correspondingly, the
rotor bars had to be very small. This problem was
overcome by die-casting the rotor.
In order to operate
load, the rotor bar
be of pure copper.
the starting torque
sufficiently high 1
torque.
at maximum efficiency at rated
and ring material were chosen to
This has the effect of reducing
of the motor which was kept at a
evel - equ^-A. to 200% of the rated
sx
The design of the stator and rotor Lamination is
further illustrated by the fact that the total volume
of the stator iron amounted to only .16 cubic inches
and that of the rotor iron to .07 cubic inches. The
complete stator assembly weighed 1.95 oz. and the
rotor assembly .78 oz. for a total weight of Che motor
of 2.7:3 oz.
To keep the flux densities low and to reduce the motor
losses, the air gap was held to .002". A
Following is a tabulation of the design procedure:
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Nomenclature
P number of poles
frequency
number of phases
synchronous speed
speed of r-ated load
s slip of	 the motor
Ql-= number of stator slots
Q 2 = number of rotor slots
D1 - O.D.	 of stator
D2=-- I.D.	 of stator
d 'I = O. D, of rotor
d2= I.D.	 of rotor
9 = air gap
kc--- carter factor
L length of stator stack
1 length of rotor stack
ki : --- stacking factor
t pole pitch (in inches or in slot pitches)
W winding throw in slot pitches
Nc number of turns per coil
N 1 number of series turns per phase
MLT = mean length turn
I = flux per pole
Bg = flux density in air gap
Btl flux den.i-ity in stator tooth
BC 
1 flux density in stator core
B ^-
	t2	 flux density in rotor tooth
	
BC 2
	
flux density in rotor core
ASubscript magnetic area
.	 I
to
2s ? oil
k1
k 2 "7:
x
x2
xm
V1
E 1
Iw
2
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}{subscript
:	 magnetizing f	 force of parts o magnetic circuit
subscriptampere-tUrns of parts of magnetic circuit
I M,	 magnetizing current
r	 winding resistance per phase
r be-,
	
equivalent rotor resistance per bar
reduction factor to primary
1.2-
	
rotor resistance referred to primary
A Is	 stator leakage permeances (slot, end wdg. harmonic.)
rotor leakage permeances (-slot, end wdg, Ii rmonic)
constant used in calculating stator and rotor
leakage reactance
constant used in calculating rotor leakage
reactance
stator leakage reactance
rotor leakage reactance (referred to primary)
main flux reactance
phase voltage
induced emf
active component of stator current
reactive component of stator current
primary Current
secondary current (referred to primary)
ri,Aative voltage drop
M
.1
I SSLIC : Original	 NCER-70-09-253
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•
77	 "12
P-0
s t
P-O
kd
kp
ri
y.
efficiency of motor
slip at i.-Al-out
starting torque
pull-out torqLIC'
distribtit.ion factor of stator winding
pitch factor of stator winding
NC ER — ?0 —09 —? 53
Page '1
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The balancing scheme to be used with the LB5 Gyro
PN 1957040 is a cut and try process where the unit
is initially calibrated as a gas bearing, then filled
and tested for Musra and Muia . This document describes
a standardized procedure for determining cuts to be
made. In the Standard-Simple case for a cut without
changing a screw, the turns required can be determined
by simply dividing the unbalance term byby the appro-
priate screw scale factor from "fable I. However, when
screws must be changed, the complete standardized pro-
cedure should be adhered to. This procedure applies to
a standard K4, K8 float and balance screws as follows:
Cylinder 1801786 (H = 2.4 x 106 gm-cm2/sec)
Screws	 10582815 -1 1 -3, -5
Floatation Fluid Freon 113
F IGURE 1
e
Screws:4-48 at 300
`^^uc^ CND OF 1-85- G YA-o
i
ri
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TABLE I
Scale Factor
Screw Length Weight (AIR) 0/hr/Turn
-1 .188	 in 145.5 mg 0.390
-3 .250 208.3 0.559
-5 .313 266.0 0.713
Empirically, Scale Factor of Small Screw (-1)	 - 0.3900/
hr/Turn . Then by Ratio of Wts ,	 S.F. 	 of (-3)	 --:	 0.559,
etc.
The effective Drift produced by 1 bottomed small screw
is
( .155 + .188 ) inch x 48 TURNS x 0 .390 0/hr = 4.66
2	 INCH	 TURN
(See Figure 1)
The effective drift produced by one bottomed medium
Screw is
(.155 + .250 ) x 48 x .559 - 7.50
2
The effective drift produced by one bottomed large
screw is
( .155 + .313)x  48 x .713 = 10.75
2
IL
•1
i
1
1
1
t
I
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Assuming centerline of screw at surface:
The effective drift produced by one Topped Small
Screw is
(
' 530 - ' 188 ) x 48 x 0.390_ = 8.18
2
The affective drift produced by one Tapped large screw
is
(.530 - .313) x 48 x .713 = 12.80
2
Tabulating these results:
TABLE 2
E r ift Rate 0/hr. Bottomed to
Screw Bottomed Tapped Topped Turns
-1 4.66 8.18 10.7
-3 7.50 10.82 0.0
-5 10.75 12.80 2.9
ISSUOI : Original
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Proceed with balancing as follows:
Record MUSRA, MUTA, on Data Sheet 1, (1 and 2), record
sizes and turns from Bottom of 90.1 balance screws on
Data Sheet 1, (3, 4, 5 and 6) (7, 8, 9 and 10) . Record
size as small, medium, or large or NA if hole is empty.
Ccalculate Turns correction by dividing MUSRA, MUTA by
appropriate Scale Factor from Table 1 for each Screw
ti	 and enter on Data Sheet 1, (11 0 12, 13, 14) . Also
indicate in or out by c, ircl ing . Try to keep minimum
number of unbottomed screws, i.e., two orthogonal Screws
are adjustable while the opposing balance holed are
empty or have bottomed screws. NOTE: To compensate
for + MUSRA, Turn Screw 1 in or 3 out. To compensate
for + MUTA Turn Screw 4 in or 2 out. Calculate Turns
from bottom for each Screw by algebraic addition of
(7 + 11)p (8 + 12) etc and record in (15, 16, 17, 19) .
If all values are within top to bottom range of Table
2, make the cuts indicated in (11, 12, 13 and 14). If
any of these values exceed top to bottom turns of Tablo
2, or become negative, the solution is physically im-
possible and proceed as follows:
Calculate drift with all screws removed, enter 19, 20,
21, 22 - Row F.
Enter Bottomed drift rate of appropriate screws in 23,
24, 25, 26 - Row G.
n
I
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6
Calculate 27, 28 on Data Sheet 1.
If MUSRA is + 4.66 to + 8.0 put 1 small scr w in hole 3.
If MUTA is + 4.66 to + 8.0 put 1 small screw in hole 2.
If reverse polarity, use holes 1 and 4 respectively.
If either unbalance in range of 8.01 to 10.8 0/ hr, use
medium screw.
If either unbalance in range of 10.81 to 12.80 0/hr. use
large screw.
If either unbalance exceeds 12.80/hr., coarse (axial)
balance screws must bi changed. Do this on functional
test stand,
If either unbalance in range 3.51 to 4.65 use one
medium and one small screw in opposing holes with the
medium screw in holes 2 or 3 for positive drift
(1 or 4 for negative drift) .
Calculate screw locations by entering screws determined
above on Data Sheet 2, (29, 30, 31, 32).
Enter pseudo drift rate of applicable bottomed screws
in row I Data Sheet 2 (33, 34, 35, :36) .
Enter MUSRA, MUTA 27, 28 in appropriate c o'lumns of
Data Sheet 2,,, Row J.
Subtract I from J and enter in Row K, Data Sheet 2.
1
s
Y`
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•
Divide K by appropriate screw S.F.(Table i)to determine
screw location.
Enter either Row E or stow L (from Data Sheet 2) as
appropriate on Data Sheet 3, and Bend with unit
for rut to he made.
4 2 (FILL, PORT)
x
i
Issue: Original
Date: February 10, 1970
DATA SHEET 1
UNIT:
	 DATE:
OPERATOR:
A) (1) MUSRA	 o/hr	 (2) MUTA
2
B) Balance Screw Size (3)	 (4)
C) Turns from Bottom	 (7)	 (8)
1	 TOP VIEW OF LB5
NCER-70-09-248
Page 7
u/hr
3	 4
(5)
	
(6)
(9)	 (10)
3 MUSRA MUTA	 MUSRA MU IA
l	 2 3 4
Turns Correct ion IN	 OUT	 IN OUT	 IN	 OUT IN	 NOTE:
Call
D) Dr ift (11) (12) (l3) "OUT" O.)(l4)Screw S.F.
E) Compensated (15) (16) (17) (18)
Turns from
Bottom
CONTINUE ONLY WHEN SCREWS MUST BE CHANGED.
F) A, Unbalance (19) (20) (21) (22)
with Screw
Bottom
CX Screw SF
rIssue: Original	 NCER 70-09-248
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1 MUSRA	 2 MUTA	 3 MUSRA	 4 MUTA
IN OUT	 IN OUT	 IN OUT	 IN
G) Removed Screw(23)	 (24)	 (25)	 (26)
Bottom Drift
Rate from
Table 2
27 MUSRA, no screws - (19) + (21) + (23) + (25) + MUSRA (1)
28 MUTA, no screws = (20) + (22) + (24) + (26) + MUTA
rIssue: Original	 NCER 70-09-248
Date:
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DATA SHEET 2
i
DATE:UNIT:
OPERATOR:
H) Size
I) Pseudo Drift
Rate Screws
Bottomed
(from Table 2)
J) MUSKA, MUTA
no screws
from 27, 28
K} 8 Drift
(E I, J)
Y,) Turns Out
from Bottomed
K/Screw S.F.
x
1 2 3 4
(29) (30) (31) (32)
(33) (34) (35) (36)
;y
32
(F ILL PORT)
r
6
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DATA SHEET 3
UNIT:	 DATE:
OPERATOR:
MUSRA	 °/hr )
MUYA	 0/hr
Before cut)
Procedure 1 Turn balance screws from existing position.
SCREW #
	
1	 2	 3	 4
TURNS
DIRECTION	 IN OUT	 IN OUT	 IN OUT	 IN OUT
Size
Final Turns
from Bottom
Procedure 2 Change balance screws as follows
SCREW #
	
1	 2	 3	 4
SIZE
TURNS FROM
BOTTOM
NOTE: Test Operator is to cross out inappropriate procedure
1
.-	 MUSRA
	
°/hr
After cut
MUTA
	
0/hr
